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There aren’t enough anti-superlatives to describe the year
we’ve all had. So let’s not even try.

CONGRATULATIONS
YOU MADE IT THROUGH THAT YEAR!

But through the challenges we’ve weathered, what has
become abundantly clear is the strength, resilience,
tenacity and gold-plated character of the people and
teams who are the Alberta magazine industry.
We adapted and found ways to work together while
working apart, and continued to create rich and engaging
content for audiences who needed us more than
ever. We informed, entertained and offered diversion,
when entertainment and diversion was a gift and when
information seemed a rare commodity. We created stellar
editorial content and rallied behind local businesses and
our clients. Publishing teams supported each other with a
sense of humour and a sense of purpose.
And we rewarded our audiences with outstanding stories
and diverse perspectives.
Through the worst, we gave it our level best, and tonight,
we celebrate the best-of-the-best. The stories we tell
and the conversations we prompt are vital to Alberta
communities. We invite you to celebrate with us.

ITS TIME TO CELEBRATE HOW MUCH WE #LOVEPRINT
As Western Canada’s strategic magazine production partner, Mitchell
leverages over 90 years of experience in print craft with industryleading technology and sustainable practices to propel your stories.
We invite you to discuss how to wield our unparalleled in-house
capabilities, paper acquisition strengths, and G7 Master Print Facility
controls for your important publication.
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Ranked Top 3 of North America’s largest printers for sustainable practices. Canopy’s Blueline Ranking
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We’re indebted to our industry experts, the more than 70
judges who reviewed, considered and deliberated on each
entry.
We also acknowledge the many people behind the Alberta
Magazine Awards program and gala: AMPA’s board of
directors, committee members, staff, our funders and
industry partners, and our magazine members. Thank you.

AMPA is located on the traditional territory of the people
of the Treaty 7 region which includes the Blackfoot
Confederacy, comprising the Siksika, Piikani and Kainai
First Nations, the Tsuut ‘ina First Nation and the Stoney
Nakoda, including the Chiniki, Bearspaw, and Wesley First
Nations. The City of Calgary is also home to the Metis
Nation of Alberta, Region 3.
Turtle Island is home to many indigenous peoples and we
encourage you to take an opportunity to learn more about
the peoples on whose land we reside.

OUR EMCEE
OMAR MOUALLEM is an Alberta journalist, author and
magazine lover. Omar is a three-time National Magazine
Awards winning writer whose stories have appeared in
NewYorker.com, Rolling Stone, The Guardian, WIRED
and more. He’s edited numerous magazines and teaches
the business of freelance writing at the University of
Alberta. Omar was the Edmonton Public Library’s 2013
Writer in Residence and gave the 2018 Peter Lougheed
Leadership College Communications Lecture. He is also
the founder and “fake dean” of Pandemic University
Pop-up School of Writing, a venture in support of writers
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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CROWFOOT
COMES HOME

HUNTING THE
“WILD” PHEASANT:

Repatriating a First Nation leader’s regalia
from a British museum to the prairies

H

By DOUG HORNER

ERMAN YELLOW OLD Woman
was asleep in his home on the
Siksika reserve east of Calgary
on April 7, 2020, when the phone
started ringing at 5:30 a.m.
It was Alison Brown, a professor
of anthropology at the University of Aberdeen in
Scotland. She told Yellow Old Woman that Exeter
City Council, the local government officials of a
small city in southern England, had just voted
to repatriate a collection of artifacts known as
Crowfoot’s regalia.
“News like that will get you out of bed fast,” said
Yellow Old Woman. He was aware that the vote
was coming, but had not held out much hope that
the dozen personal items that once belonged to the
revered Blackfoot leader would ever make it back
home. Half an hour later Tony Eccles, the curator
of ethnography at the Royal Albert Memorial
Museum (RAMM) in Exeter, the place where
Crowfoot’s regalia has been for the last 142 years,
also called to share the news.
That vote marked a pivotal step in a journey
that had begun in a storeroom at the RAMM in
November of 2013. The sad thing, Yellow Old
Woman explained, was that some of the people
he set out with on the journey have since died.
“The ceremonial men and women who attended
the negotiating of that time, more than half have
passed away. So that’s how long it’s been.”

Showcase and Achievement Award Judges

Alberta and Montana—Kainai, Siksika, Piikani
and South Peigan—that comprise the Blackfoot
Confederacy. The group was part of a research
project called The Blackfoot Collections in UK
Museums Network, which also included academics
and staff from the University of Aberdeen, the
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (MAA)
at Cambridge and the RAMM. The idea for the trip
was inspired by another project, where five Blackfoot
buckskin shirts from the Pitt Rivers Museum at
Oxford University had been loaned for exhibitions
at the Glenbow and Galt museums in Alberta. The
exhibitions included opportunities for First Nations
people to handle and try on the shirts in what were
much more intimate experiences than your typical
everything-behind-glass visit to a museum.
The goal of these collaborations between First
Nations and museums was twofold. Blackfoot elders
and ceremonialists provided cultural information
about the artifacts that dramatically improved how
they were curated, described and cared for by the
museums. And Indigenous people got access to
invaluable cultural material that had long since
vanished from their communities. The projects
were an attempt to bridge disparate worldviews of
the purpose, nature and provenance of the same set
of historic objects.
Museums legally own their collections or, as in
the case of the RAMM, steward them on behalf
of governments. These institutions have extensive
expertise and resources to preserve and protect the
integrity of artifacts in perpetuity. And museums
such as the MAA, RAMM and Pitt Rivers welcome
hundreds of thousands of visitors every year with a
mandate to showcase the world.

30,000 ring-necks raised
and released for sport

FROM FARMS
TO FORKS
RECIPES, RESEARCH AND STORIES ABOUT
FOOD, THE PEOPLE WHO PREPARE IT
AND THE LAND WHERE IT GROWS

Herman Yellow Old
Woman had not held
out much hope that
the dozen personal
items that once
belonged to revered
Blackfoot leader
Crowfoot would ever
make it back home.
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IN THE FALL OF 2013, YELLOW OLD Woman,
a ceremonial elder and the head of repatriation for
Siksika, travelled to England as part of an eightperson delegation from the four First Nations in
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BY JEFF GAILUS

Above: Herman Yellow Old Woman is head of repatriation
for Siksika. Below: Blackfoot Crossing, near Cluny, is
described as a story woven into the shape of a building.
albertaviews.ca
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Alberta’s unknown literary populist

The sole collection of
Annett’s short stories,
published in 1978, was
named for the author’s
favourite work.

Learning from the Land Wider Horizons Lisa Kozleski
32

Ross Annett: Alberta’s Unknown Literary Populist
Alberta Views Aaron Giovannone
Special Circumstances: Growing Grain in Alberta’s Empty
Quarter Requires Resilience and Resourcefulness
GrainsWest Carol Patterson

I

THE MOTHER OF
INNOVATION IS
COLLABORATION

By AARON GIOVANNONE

F YOU’VE HEARD OF RONALD ROSS
Annett, that’s probably because his name
graces the Writers’ Guild of Alberta’s award for
Children’s Literature, established in 1982. Before
Annett died in 1988, he was also recognized
with honours from the City of Edmonton and
the Province of Alberta and a medal for the Queen’s Jubilee
in 1977. But while echoes of his name can be heard today,
Annett’s work lies forgotten. An internet search returns
no news or magazine articles, nor even a Wikipedia page
about Annett. In academic databases, I didn’t find any
peer-reviewed articles about him, and I only could dig
up two mentions in literary histories. Happily his one
published book, 1978’s Especially Babe (a reissue of the
1942 first edition), contains an illuminating introduction
by Rudy Wiebe and an interview with the author himself.
Otherwise, to find out more about Annett you need access
to the archives of The Saturday Evening Post, Maclean’s and
the Calgary Herald, which is where I went.

The organizers behind the Alberta Innovation
Corridor hope co-operation between Edmonton and
Calgary will help attract more tech business to the
region. Critics wonder if it isn’t just adding an extra
layer of bureaucracy to the nascent industry.

BY MICHELLE MAGNAN MCIVOR
with files from Steven Sandor

+
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BEN WEEKS
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The Mother of Innovation is Collaboration Avenue Calgary
WRITER Michelle Magnan McIvor EDITORS Käthe Lemon,
Steven Sandor ADDITIONAL RESEARCH Steven Sandor
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To qualify for the privilege of swimming the
English Channel, you have to swim for six

No,

the

sea

creatures

weren’t

the

issue.

Swimming in the dark when I can see nothing

hours in water that’s below 15 degrees Celsius,

below and nothing above is a challenge for

unaided, under the supervision of a qualified

another reason. As the cold and distance

observer. Twice I've tried to qualify. Both efforts

become factors, I’d begin to populate the deep

were failures.

with demons of my own making.

At home on Hornby Island, I plotted the currents

The man in the kayak knew this too.

and distance, and determined that swimming

Swimming
IN THE DARK
BY WENDY BURTON

Cait Wills
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EATING WELL IN THE NEW NORMAL
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in June would be do-able, with the right timing

Just before sunset on a cloudy June evening,

and tides. The difficulty, however, was the swim

I walk into the Salish Sea at Collishaw Point.

would have to start at 8 pm and conclude hours

The water is up to my knees and the well-

before sunrise.

known stony bottom is solid under my bare

I would be swimming in the dark.

few ounces of polyester bathing suit, a cap, and

feet. A qualifying swimmer must wear only a
goggles. The observer checks to ensure that I’m
The ocean is not terra nullius to me. I know

wearing only one suit and claps his hand on my

the colonies of sea creatures busy with their

shoulder. This will be the last human touch until

lives beneath the surface as I swim. I know the

I emerge from the sea, six hours or more later.

seals who come to investigate and the sea lions

Roger takes up his position in his kayak, staying

who are curious but pose no threat—unless the

a body length behind me. I must lead the way.

herring are about. I know that whales and six-gill

The observer and my team are in a small motor

sharks are possible companions, but I decided

vessel, and they will stay well back until either

long ago to be worried only if and when the
time came.

PHOTO BY LI YANG

the swim’s conclusion or they hear a shrill blast
from Roger’s whistle signalling my failure.
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A Way Forward Here Magazine Fiona Bramble

Swimming in the Dark FOLKLIFE Wendy Burton

Long Live Service Clubs Powell River Living
Isabelle Southcott

Trans, Inside and Out Asparagus Tessa Vikander

Showcase and Achievement categories are adjudicated by a panel of three industry professionals. Judges do not
adjudicate categories in which they had any involvement with the submission (as author, creator, editor, publisher, etc.),
nor do they adjudicate entries in which their name appears on the masthead.
For full details about judging criteria and judges’ bios visit albertamagazines.com

AMPA acknowledges the financial support of the
Government of Alberta through the Alberta Media Fund.
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Thanks to our industry partners at Mitchell Press for
their support of the 2021 Alberta Magazine Awards Gala.

THE 2021 ALBERTA MAGAZINE AWARDS
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Say hello to the Harry J. Enns
Wetland Discovery Centre
by ashley lewis

A YEAR LATER IN OCTOBER OF 2008,

with the support of industry leaders, friends, and family, the first edition of Convenience & Carwash
Canada (CCWC) launched with Mac’s
Convenience Stores on the cover. Fast
forward 11 years, Brenda and her publishing team have been recognized by
one of Canada’s most prestigious publishing programs, The Canadian Online
Publishing Awards. These are the awards
being celebrated by the CCWC team and
the industry they represent.
• Winner Best Print/Digital Magazine
in the Business to Business Category
• Finalist for Best Industry FeatureBusiness for one of the WashTalk
articles covering the opening of the
PA Wand Wash in Prince Albert, PA.
Starting a new publishing venture with
the digital age in full swing might deter
some entrepreneurs but not Brenda,
her ability to connect and genuinely
care about people in the industry is the
foundation of her success. For Brenda
it’s more than a business, it’s a network
of friends. Her confidence, enthusiasm,
and tenacity have helped her grow the
magazine, create exciting new industry
events, and forge important industry

The Big Pivot Prairie Manufactuer Magazine Jeff Baker

determined. From the start, Brenda was
partnerships over the years.
Brenda recalls: “When I travel to dif- always a bit of a tomboy and once helped
ferent towns and cities across Canada I skin and trim a lamb, even when other
stop at different sites, not just the ma- kids did not want any part of it.” Her
jors, but true independent locations to career began at age 16 working at the
ask operators what their issues are, what local MacDonald’s in Orillia, Ontario.
would they like to see in the magazine. At age 18 she moved west to work on a
One year, I called a number of sites across Dude Ranch in Canmore, Alberta where
Canada to ask what they’d like to read in she broke and trained horses to saddle.”
While
there, she also carried a rifle evupcoming issues, one fellow told me that
we covered foodservice as a whole but ery day on tour rides through the scenic
we never really told them how to start Canadian Rockies. Not long after that,
a foodservice section, what they’d need she moved to Toronto to work for a pubto begin and so we began Blueprint to lisher for many years until she started
Johnstone Media on her own. “From the
Foodservice.”
time she was a little girl until the presTHE MAKINGS OF A STRONG
ENTREPRENEUR
ent, she also loved sports, enjoyed golfSuccess runs in the Johnstone family ing and nature. She has never given up
and Brenda has a twin sister named accomplishing whatever she has set out
Bonnie who is also a successful owner to do,” said Gordon Johnstone.
of Gramp’s Place, a c-store, tackle store,
Unlike many entrepreneurs, she cares
gift shop, and gas station – with her more about people than business and as
husband Danny in Temagami, Ontario. a result, Johnstone Media has been going
She learned a lot about caring for people strong for over 11 years. In the following
from her mother June, who passed away testimonials from friends, family, and
in 2000.
associates, you will notice a common
Her father Gordon Johnstone and theme about Brenda. People first, busihis wife Gene told us: “Even as a child, ness second. It’s the recipe that has made
Brenda was full of energy and very her successful for so many years.

T

o a mallard hen flying overhead, the limestone building with its grass-covered roof
blends seamlessly into the surrounding
prairie. It’s a safe place to build her nest.
To a bright-eyed school kid, the wooden
boardwalk stretching out into the inky marsh
water invites exploration. It’s an outdoor classroom filled with learning and discovery.
To a visiting biologist studying the interconnectivity of wetland species, the buzzing of
dragonflies and calls of songbirds are opening
doors to the next great discovery about the
natural world. This habitat — and society’s
understanding of it—is key to our future.
For the past 27 years, this unique destination
known as the Oak Hammock Marsh Interpretive
Centre has operated alongside Ducks Unlimited Canada’s (DUC) national office, welcoming
wildlife and people to its locale just outside of
Winnipeg, Man.

Managed jointly by DUC and the Province
of Manitoba, the Centre offers educational
programs for school groups and tourists through
a variety of guided activities, as well as interactive exhibits and displays. This fall, the Centre
is embarking on a new era — one that includes
a new name and exciting plans to elevate the
experience.
On September 10, 2020, the Province of Manitoba shared details of its long-term funding
agreement with DUC in support of the Centre.
This includes a $6-million endowment for the
ongoing operation of the Centre, as well as a
$1.5-million capital renewal fund to support a
comprehensive update and re-imagination of
the Centre, its programs and facilities.
“The funding will allow us to leverage the
best in conservation science and education,
inspiring a new generation to take up the cause,”
said Karla Guyn, CEO of DUC.

Top: DUC president John Eaton and executive
vice-president Stew Morrison during early
construction of the Oak Hammock Marsh
Interpretive Centre. Above: Karla Guyn, DUC
CEO, and Manitoba Premier Brian Pallister
at the announcement in September.
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Manufacturers lean into the
challenges posed by COVID-19,
find they’re not alone
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By Jeff Baker
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Canada’s Heartland TV
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2020 • $5.95
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Connect the Dots: Internet Infrastructure in Saskatchewan
Industry West
Brook Thalgott

SIGN UP

ADVERTISE

The Space to Tell Stories Briarpatch WRITER Mattias Graham
EDITOR Saima Desai

story about Andrea Landry and Colby
Tootoosis, who have left jobs where
they fought for change inside colonial
institutions to raise a family and
revolutionize their community in
hopes of creating a healthier future.”

The Saskatchewan Film Employment Tax Credit was back in the news this summer
when a Sask filmmaker started a petition demanding it be brought back, and the
provincial NDP have promised to resurrect the program if elected this month.
CURRENT ISSUE
Since the Sask Party cut the long-running tax credit in 2012, a lot of ink has been spilled
about the film industry’s decline. What these discussions miss is that the tax credit
program never invested in independent filmmakers, and especially Indigenous
filmmakers, telling their own stories. Do we risk re-entrenching inequities by bringing
it back?
In the years after the tax credit’s end, Woodland Cree filmmaker Janine Windolph, who
hails from La Ronge, remembers people talking about how few stories were coming out
of Saskatchewan – but at the same time, she recalls, Indigenous cinema in Treaty 4 and
Treaty 6 territories was flourishing: “Suddenly there's this strong circle of amazing
female storytellers... that are sharing the stories of Indigenous experiences and
educating on the diversity of each of our backgrounds to a larger community.”

January/February 2021

ADD TO CART

How did this happen? What sparked the groundswell of Indigenous cinema post-2012,
and what lessons can we learn about building a strong and just film industry?

Old models, old barriers
One of the first eye-opening moments for Windolph about the nature of the tax credit

KEEP READING

was when she was in film school in the mid-2000s, pregnant with her son. “I was
basically told that by having children, I wasn't going to be successful in the current

INSURGENCE/RESURGENCE
at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery

model,” she says.
The tax credit model requires a

EMPLOYLINK

We can’t talk about
reconciliation while
we’re still justifying

producer to have funding up front, a set
percentage of which the government

33
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A still from ahkâmêyimo nitânis /
Keep Going My Daughter (2019), by
Candy Fox and Chris Ross. The
documentary is “an Indigenous love

Did the Saskatchewan film tax credit
benefit Indigenous women?
by Mattias Graham Oct 23, 2020 18 min read Share
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The space to tell
stories

Hiring people experiencing disability
creates a competitive advantage for your
business and has tremendous impact on
the Saskatchewan economy. Inclusive
workplaces benefit from:

Thibault sees the solution as bigger than just a business case
decision. “I see the internet connectivity problem the same way
people saw rural electrification just 60 years ago,” says Thibault.
The comparison is apt. Rural electrification started slowly with
a pilot project in 1949, as costs were large.5 By 1956, the rural
electrification project was at its peak, and the Royal Commission
on Agriculture and Rural Life noted the impact electrification was
having on rural life.6 Among its findings, the report found that farm
families were “not content with the disparity in material levels of
living and the quality of public and commercial services between
rural and urban life,” and that 12 per cent of respondents were
leaving farms for towns because of “no conveniences on farm, no
power or water, hard life on the farm.”7 They also found that there

A portable ultrasound benefits
patients and caregivers

PM # 40070720
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EmployLink.ca connects employers
with service providers who can help
you find the employees you need
and build your inclusive and diverse
workplace.
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The Past meets The Future
Verona Thibault is the CEO at the Saskatchewan Economic
Development Alliance (SEDA), and she is a passionate advocate
for the increased development of the internet infrastructure in
Saskatchewan. “We have seen incremental upgrades to internet
infrastructure over the years, which is good,” says Thibault.
“However, it’s not enough. On a larger scale, overall internet
speed is doubling every two to three years where there is modern
internet service. Comparing the province to that, we are already
way behind. There are too many places in our province that still do
not have access to broadband at any speed.” She points out that
the issue is far greater than just not being able to stream Netflix or
scroll through social media. “Internet access is not just for fun. It’s
vital to our daily lives and our economy.”

A Cowboy’s Cow Boss
Mike Ferguson

AR

SASKTEL MACRO CELLULAR SITE FOR WIRELESS
BROADBAND. PHOTO PROVIDED BY SASKTEL

The CRTC expects the 50 Mbps/10 Mbps goal will be met by using
the CRTC funding mechanism, funding from various levels of
government, private investment, and public-private partnerships.
Saskatchewan is 14 months away from the 2021 target date…so,
how are we doing, what stands in the way, and what will we lose
if we don’t get the connectivity needed to keep up with the rest of
the country and the world?

The math: In 2019, Saskatchewan’s GDP was $81.54 billion.
Increasing broadband access by just 10 per cent could lead to
another $1.63 billion annually in GDP. That is a lot of money.
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However, this target was set in 2018 as a minimum standard and
has been surpassed in many jurisdictions years ago. According to
the NCTA (Internet & Television Association) in the United States,
95 per cent of Americans have access to a 10 Mbps connection,
and 1 gigabit speed is available to 80 per cent of Americans—in
2017.2 This statistic indicates how quickly the demand for internet
speed is increasing. While any internet is better than no internet,
and reaching a minimum standard for everyone is good, it may not
be enough given how rapidly the need is changing.

The impact on GDP cannot be overstated. The 2016 study,
Exploring the Relationship Between Broadband and Economic
Growth by Michael Minges, showed that GDP increases one to two
percent for every 10 per cent increase in broadband penetration.

$7.95

Calgary Stampede’s
Ken “Goose” Rehill

MAP

The Target
The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC) has set a minimum target where they want
90 per cent of Canadian households to have access to broadband
speeds of at least 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload by the
end of 2021, with 100 per cent achieved by 2030.1

So, how does this translate into economic terms?
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any lessons have been learned as we have
navigated life during a once-in-a-century
pandemic. Beyond our need for toilet paper and
hand sanitizer, we also learned how much we
depend on the internet. As people moved en masse into working
and studying from home, we became more dependent than ever
on a reliable and fast internet connection. If you’re living in one of
Saskatchewan’s urban centres, likely your greatest internet issue
was upgrading your service in order to handle the demand of
multiple devices connecting to your Wi-Fi. If you’re in many parts
of rural and remote Saskatchewan…well, your experience is likely
very different, and it was long before COVID-19’s arrival.

OUR UNKNOWN
LITERARY POPULIST

ISSUE

The Economics
According to Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada (ISED) and CRTC data from 2018, 54.7 per cent of
Saskatchewan has access to broadband internet that meets the
CRTC target.3 That is the lowest in the country, outside of Yukon,
Nunavut and the Northwest Territories. PEI is next at 60.5 per cent,
and our neighbours, Alberta and Manitoba, are at 84.9 per cent and
71.6 per cent respectively.4
Today, SaskTel has expanded its fixed wireline internet service—
providing speeds that meet the CRTC’s target—to 330 communities
in the province, now reaching over 81 per cent of the province’s
total population, and 58 per cent of rural Saskatchewan.
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Creating a vision for an award-winning magazine came easily
to Brenda Johnstone back in 2007. She recognized the need for
a publication that would delve into the day-to-day issues that
owners and operators of c-stores and carwashes faced and
seized the opportunity to start Johnstone Media.

Say Hello to the Harry J. Enns Wetland Discovery Centre
Conservator Ashley Lewis

AWARD-WINNING FACILITY AT OAK HAMMOCK MARSH
EMBARKS ON NEW ERA OF WETLAND EXPERIENCES
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coronavirus pandemic. What’s working? What’s not?
by Portia Priegert
April 18, 2020 10:30 AM

From
hard
liquor
to hand
sanitizer
Alberta
distilleries
respond to
COVID-19

Pat Kane, "Isolation Portrait, Swan Family, Yellowknife," 2020

Brian first became publisher of WHERE Calgary in 2005 and
rose to the position of Group Publisher for WHERE Canada
overseeing WHERE publications in the major Canadian tourism centres such as Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver and Whistler, while assisting the franchise markets of Halifax, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Banff and Victoria. His expertise in tourism
and travel media extended to a number of local, national
and global organizations, including CAA, Tourism Calgary,
Ottawa Tourism, Calgary Hotel Association, The Greater
Toronto Hotel Association, Tourism Toronto, Les Clefs d’Or
Canada and Skål International.
Over the past two decades, Brian also served more than 10
years as a volunteer board member with AMPA, as a director
and in executive roles, bringing to the boardroom table a
characteristic conviviality and a gentlemanly nature much
appreciated among peers and colleagues, past and present.

“I’ve always enjoyed the aspects of
teamwork and collaboration that go
into producing a magazine,” he says.
“From start to finish, each magazine
issue is the result of an incredible pool
of talent and energy. After so many
years in this business, my favourite
moments have always been when the
first advance copies arrive at my office.
The sense of pride and accomplishment is never for myself, but for my
team.”

Art in a Time of Pandemic

How are artists coping with anxiety and isolation during the corona virus crisis?
by Sarah Swan
April 6, 2020 6:00 PM

When I close my eyes, they burn. I’ve spent too much time staring at social media, scrolling
through infection updates, but also through endless posts about balcony concerts, free
performances, online exhibitions, dance classes, virtual poetry readings, beading circles.
Artist Sarah Nordean (right) chats with Viviane Mehr at the online opening of her exhibition at VivianeArt in Calgary.

I scroll through scores of new Instagram accounts, catch-alls for ghoulish, apocalyptic, virusinspired art. I download colouring pages for the kids, bookmark a Broadway play to watch later,

I've been to a few gallery openings over the last week or two. No, wait! Don’t start sharpening

subscribe to a drawing app, contemplate answering a local �lm group’s call for quirky quarantine

was a spider plant. Heck, I didn’t even leave my apartment.

Such a swift turn to the arts is heartening. Humans were made to sing, to paint, to perform sock-

Now that going viral is no longer a metaphor for success, artists and galleries are looking for

feet-on-slippery-�oor dances in our kitchens. Inventiveness is in our DNA. It is theoretically

ways to maintain social contact without physical proximity. Creativity will not be sti�ed.

possible, I’ve recently learned, to construct a bagpipe using a garbage bag and three recorders.

26

Workarounds will be found. Hence, virtual openings are now a thing.
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ithin 24 hours of shutting
their restaurants in response to
the COVID-19 crisis in March,
the Banff Hospitality Collective decided
to pivot their priorities at Park Distillery,
proceeding to produce almost 1,000 litres
of hand sanitizer in their first week of
production.
While this feat is impressive, what
makes it even more remarkable is that
distillers across Alberta and Canada made
the switch from producing gin, vodka, and
other spirits, to using the pure ethanol they
produce to make hand sanitizer.
With almost zero communication
amongst themselves, the community came
together to give back.
“We have a community of craft
distillers from coast to coast that have
bound together and decided to do this,”
says Matt Hendriks, head distiller at Park,
“I hadn’t even spoken to other distilleries

about it, I just knew that they were
doing it.”
In a town as small as Banff, Hendriks
notes that their immediate priority
was to support their local community,
donating much of their product to Banff’s
emergency unit. They then transitioned
to supplying shipping companies, with
Hendricks highlighting the importance
of truck drivers to the Banff community.
“If truck drivers get sick and shut down
delivery, there’s no food coming into Banff.
Then our town really goes into a state of
emergency,” he notes.
For other distilleries, leveraging
existing partnerships made it even easier to
give back via hand sanitizer. Jordan Ramey,
COO at Calgary’s Burwood Distillery,
describes how the company’s partnership
with local charity, Mealshare, morphed
in response to COVID-19. Burwood was
already collaborating with Mealshare

TEXT TINA TAI ILLUSTRATION SOFIA CAPETTINI

14 Culinaire | May/June 2020
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in a foundational way, on the whole social, familial
and economic net it finds itself in, something akin
to water to a fish, hard to see with any perspective
because it is so taken for granted. One wishes we
could apply this obvious connection to all our social
structures, and that when the next pandemic hits
we could really be in it together—equally, not just
theoretically.

JASMINA ODOR
HARD, SHARP AND DANGEROUS

LIFE
IN UPHEAVAL
Alberta writers respond to COVID-19

JASPREET SINGH
AFTER C-19
MORE BAD NEWS STARTED POURING IN from
Italy and France and Spain. Switzerland, one of
the most affected countries, declared a nationwide
emergency. This writer’s residency—in a small
village in Switzerland on the gentle slopes of the Jura
Mountains—was going to shut down indefinitely. I
packed my suitcase, not knowing what awaited me. It
was near impossible to contact the airline.
The day I packed my bags was followed by a long
night when I got my first anxiety attack (of 2020). I
recovered, certain I was not going to let it become
as bad as it had after 9/11. I was “fine.” Fortunately,
the head of the residency made a generous exception
for the last two remaining writers, me and a novelist
from Germany. We were allowed to continue and
self-isolate in our studios—studios designed with
solitude in mind.
If I stay here, I thought, I will also make way for
someone who needs to return to Canada more
urgently than I do. It is lockdown and quarantine
more or less all over the world. Here I will be able to
walk and reflect and write, I thought. I was fine with
the föhn winds (all that is solid melts in the air) and
the unnecessary spring. Bees, ladybugs, electric-spark
houseflies and small leaves fledged. I was not able to
write, but I was fine surveying the dystopian world
online and witnessing the collapse of fictions most
countries in the world tell about themselves, until a
26

fortnight later a boulder-heavy band gripped around
my chest—a near continuous shortness of breath, a
sore throat and a nose/eye infection and insatiable
thirst for water.
Contagion?
No, said the stoic village doctor, no, he said, no,
when he visited me the second time. “What you
are going through is extreme levels of anxiety.” The
thing was exacerbated by my PTSD (connected
to surviving the pogroms in India in 1984). He
opened his home-healthcare shoulder bag and took
out a benzodiazepine medication. He had lots of
Lorazepams in his black bag. There was more than
a metre’s distance between us and yet we could not
look each other in the eye. What if my negative test
result (the nose swab sample analyzed by the lab)
was actually a “false negative?” I asked. The doctor
readjusted his facemask. So did I, both worried
about ourselves and each other, and I knew the
first few scenes, the opening chapters of the rest of
my life. Both the doctor and I, in strange solidarity,
waiting, for now, for afterwardsness, if such a thing
remains possible in a world gone logarithmically
ambiguous. The only certainty: this catastrophe will
be followed by yet another. Perhaps both of us in
silent agreement that there was still room for hope in
an epoch of unhope, that in the days ahead what “we”
(each person on this planet) do, and what we don’t
do, and what is done to us, may change our highly
interconnected lives and our planet more than a
world changed by a virus.

SOCIAL DISTANCING

RAPID
RESPONSE

health officials and health‑care workers, all focused on stopping the
virus’s deadly progress.
albertaviews.ca
At the U of A’s Li Ka Shing Institute of Virology, researchers were
paying attention. They had been preparing for this moment.
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IN THOSE EARLY MARCH DAYS when the
epidemic became a pandemic I was home with a
newborn, my first baby. He had arrived during that
deadly week in January when Edmonton was locked
down by unceasing temperatures in the minus
forties. We took him home from the hospital in the
evening darkness of that cold, on roads completely
SID MARTY
covered in hard ice—the baby bundled and tiny
THE OLD GEEZER’S SHOPPING HOUR
and squished-looking in the brand new car seat,
my husband turning off the main road into our
OUR FRIEND BETH PHONED and learned that
neighbourhood as soon as he could, losing his nerve
our eldest son, Paul, was staying overnight in our
with the usual traffic. Before the elation of bringing
little guest shack. “Give him a hug for me,” she said.
the baby into the warm house, we were tense and
Myrna said no. “We have to keep our distance.”
terrified of any inadvertent slip—not being able to
“Oh,” said Beth, sadly. “Well, just poke him with a
When COVID‑19
hit,
stop at a light, skidding out on a
stick,
then!”
researchers across the
turn. Once home I thought I never
For globe
a rural freelance writer the
want to leave this house again. In
COVID-19
had to pivot quickly
to crisis is otherwise a
the weeks that followed I paid only
bit surreal.
There are not enough
tackle the health crisis.
The
peripheral attention to COVID-19.
hours in a day for me to keep
U of A, home to one
of the
When I met a friend for coffee on
up with the maintenance on
world’s pre‑eminent
my first outing sans baby, and she
ourvirology
small holding. The season is
suggested we plan a visit with both
institutes, wasannounced
ready. by the chorus frogs
our families “before the pandemic
and the common snipe and
hits,” I was surprised. Of course,
confirmed by a sudden charm
she was right—within a few weeks
of goldfinches as we watch the
we were all in lockdown.
skies anxiously for late arrivals.
The pandemic is, in fact, much
And social distancing? I’ve been
like first-time parenthood. Few
doing that since about 1980. If
things make us feel as vulnerable
not for my wife, I would turn into
as being the sole guardians of
a complete hermit. But on our
tiny helpless beings we want so
weekly trip into Pincher Creek,
much to thrive, and thrive in
for the geezer-only shopping hour,
safety. You can no longer, for
we come face to face with masked
instance, see anything in your
strangers (our neighbours) and ready to pivot
house not in relation to your child’s safety; there’s a
the peril suddenly gets real.
The Li Ka Shing Institute was formed in 2010,
quality of terror, as if the light has changed slightly
Still, COVID-19 is mainly an urban stalker; cancer bringing together top researchers to tackle the
to suddenly reveal innocent objects as hard and
and heart disease thrive everywhere. We’re in the cane world’s deadliest scourges: infectious diseases like
sharp and dangerous. And COVID-19 has given
and pain demographic, a lonely place of disappearing hepatitis, human immunodeficiency virus, Ebola
us an equivalent of that vulnerability on a social
friends, two of them in the last week alone. In the and coronaviruses. They knew the next one could
and global scale. The danger seems everywhere, in
grocery store lineup, white-haired neighbours eye be the big one — a pandemic that would bring the
By Gillian Rutherford
all the ordinary and until recently harmless things
each
other over their outlaw bandanas and wonder world to a halt.
of our daily lives—our grocery cart, our mail, the
who’s next. Like clay pigeons in a shooting arcade, we But they had never seen anything quite so
friendly family passing us on the trail. Our parents
totter along our predetermined track, then it’s as if a vicious as COVID‑19.
and friends. As with a baby, the risk is low but the
shot rings out because—bing; one of us goes down, When virologist Michael Houghton first heard
about COVID‑19, he thought it might be like the
As
most
of
us
were
blithely
welcoming
the
new
year
of
2020,
word
consequence potentially so terrible that we dare not
never to rise again.
was just starting to get out in medical and scientific circles. A virus
relax our vigilance.
I’m distracted from the pain in the outer world by SARS epidemic of 2003. “You know, SARS was a
major problem but it went away quite quickly,” he
that had never been seen before in humans was making an alarming
And of course we can’t anyway, because in the
the terrific pain my wife suffers every day in her joints.
says. “Of course, I and everyone else soon realized
number of people in Wuhan, China, desperately ill with pneumonia.
case of this pandemic, one person’s risk is every
They are bone on bone. Meanwhile, Alberta is the only
this is much worse than SARS.”
Soon the worst was confirmed: the new virus was exceptionally
other person’s risk; we are not staying safe only for
jurisdiction on earth where the doctors are suing the Which is why, once the genome was public,
virulent and contagious, spreading quickly within China, then to other
ourselves. And that is the other stark thing COVIDcountries. Nowhere was health
safe. minister in the middle of the pandemic; they Houghton and many others at the Li Ka Shing
19 has highlighted for me—the way the health of one Within weeks, the genome
say they
willSARS‑CoV‑2
withdraw from
the
localcauses
hospital in July. Institute jumped straight to work brainstorming
of the
virus,
which
of us is related to the health of all of us, just as a baby’s
We support
them, online,
but thislaunching
is an awful
COVID‑19, had been sequenced
and shared
anworry. My wife new ideas and re‑examining old ones, pivoting to
well-being depends not only on its parents but also,
is
one
of
thousands
of
Albertans,
some
waiting
over
focus their expertise and laboratories on the novel
unprecedented worldwide co‑operative effort among scientists, public

coronavirus. Over the course of a weekend, federal
officials reviewed research proposals — record
time in the world of scientific funding — and in
early March, five U of A projects received federal
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“We can save time by transferring the
technology we developed for the hepatitis C
vaccine into the COVID research.”
Michael Houghton, virologist

Aside from vaccines,
treatments and
tests for COVID‑19,
U of A scientists are
searching for ways to
inactivate the virus to
help sterilize personal
protective equipment
and make it reusable.
Pictured: James Lin,
a research associate
in virologist David
Evans’ lab at the
Li Ka Shing Institute.

dollars and the green light. Before the end of the
month, 11 U of A projects were awarded a total of
$5.8 million by the Canadian government’s rapid
response fund for COVID‑19 research, the highest
number of funded projects at a Canadian institution
(see page 17). Philanthropists saw the need, too: soon
after the pandemic began, one anonymous donor
stepped forward with a $100,000 investment in
promising COVID‑19 research across the university.
Across faculties and disciplines, researchers
and others have responded, ready to apply their
expertise in any way they can.
Among them are some of the world’s foremost
experts, who are hunting for three important
weapons against COVID‑19: tests, treatment and,
of course, the Holy Grail — a targeted vaccine.

quest for a vaccine

Here is the traditional approach to making a
vaccine. First, grow the virus in a cell culture. Next,
purify it, then chemically inactivate it and, finally,
inoculate people. Those people will now produce
antibodies that, when exposed to the active virus,
help shut down any potential infection and prevent
disease. The downside? This approach requires a

very large biohazard manufacturing facility, which
we don’t have in Canada.
Another common method involves weakening
the virus before inoculation. This is the type of
vaccine given routinely to Canadian children to
prevent diseases such as measles, mumps and
chicken pox. But it can take a long time to develop a
safe version — a big risk when there is no approved
treatment for COVID‑19.
And time is something we don’t have.
That’s why many of the COVID‑19 vaccine
projects underway around the world are taking new
tacks to produce effective antibodies. Some will
isolate and inject a nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) from
the virus in order to trick the body into mounting
an immune response even though the whole virus
isn’t present. Others will use a harmless, defective
“vector virus” that acts as a delivery vehicle for the
surface spike protein of the coronavirus — again
tricking the body into creating antibodies against
just part of the virus.
Houghton is taking his own approach, which
his many years of experience tell him is the best
way to produce viral antibodies. And he knows
a thing or two about infectious diseases. He is
the co‑discoverer of the hepatitis C virus. In
collaboration with Lorne Tyrrell, ’64 BSc, ’68 MD,
founding director of the Li Ka Shing Institute,
Houghton developed a hepatitis C vaccine that is
headed for clinical trials next year.
“We can save time by transferring the technology
we developed for the hepatitis C vaccine into the
COVID research,” Houghton says.
Their approach is to make the sticky spike
proteins themselves. These are the “awesome‑
looking mushrooms” on the virus’s surface,
Houghton says, as seen in many illustrations of
COVID‑19 (see page 20). When viewed on an electron
micrograph, they look like a halo or “corona” around
the virus, hence the name “coronavirus.”
Houghton used the same “subunit protein”
method to find a prototype vaccine during the SARS
epidemic, when he was working for a pharmaceutical
company in the United States. The vaccine was
shown to produce protective antibodies to the SARS
virus, which would have prevented infection.
While a SARS vaccine wouldn’t have been a
perfect fit against COVID‑19, Houghton believes
there are enough similarities between the two
viruses that it would have at least slowed the
newtrail spring 2020
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New Normal
Kerry Engel, Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta
SUPPLIES: Creative Scrapbooker Super Stock, Simple Stories
alphabet, Ranger Dylusions acrylic paint, DMC embroidery
floss, Glue Dots Adhesives, unknown cardstock.

Scraps of Info
“To create the embroidered man I traced the photo of
my husband to create the outline and then printed it on
Creative Scrapbooker Super Stock. I punch holes in it
and then did a back stick with DMC embroidery floss.”
~ Kerry Engel

We are going through what is hopefully a once-in-a-lifetime event. The Covid-19
global pandemic is an experience shared around the entire world. We’ve all
learned phrases such as “flattening the curve,” “social distancing,” and
“speaking moistly,” and we’ve all excused ourselves from our normal routines.
In a true testament to the human spirit, after our lives were turned upside-down,
we set out to create a new normal and, as these scrapbookers documented,
life goes on.
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AS WE FIGHT THIS DEADLY HUMAN VIRUS,

visits to the doctor. The sheer explosion of video
in part by turning to the digital world conferencing is, by itself, changing how we interact
in droves, our exposure to a cyber and socialize.
virus is rapidly increasing, threatening
This shift to greater online living is adding to
to expand the existing cyber risk gap.
a world already awash with data, and in its wake
The coronavirus is transforming comes a rising tide of security breaches.
our world at every turn, with a re“I think cybercriminals are probably looking
cord number of people learning and at our world right now and seeing a target-rich
working from
home, internet gro- environment,” says George Chase (CT ’97), an
Creative Scrapbooker | Winter 2020/21 33
cery shopping — even making online instructor with SAIT’s School of Information and
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Art & Healing: Part 1 - Galleries West

PROVISIONS

SERIES

Art & Healing: Part 1
Galleries at two Western Canadian hospitals offer respite and rejuvenation during
trying times.
by Paul Gessell
November 2, 2020 6:00 PM

A LIVE CO-READING OF PROVISIONS

Norval Morrisseau, "Miskwaabik Animiiki / Copper Thunderbird" 2020 , Buhler Gallery in Winnipeg’s St. Boniface Hospital. (photo
by Leif Norman)

There’s a chapel one �oor above the Buhler Gallery in Winnipeg’s St. Boniface Hospital. Some
people go to the chapel for spiritual re�ection and rejuvenation. Many others opt for the gallery.
“The gallery is a very spiritual place,” says director, Leona Herzog. “A chapel isn’t everybody’s
choice. People can come to a spiritual place that is not a chapel but serves the same purpose.
BU I LT MAT T E RS.

"There are so many beautiful notes people have left us in our guestbook about how they came
in here and it was a break from pathology, from the sights and sounds and smells and things
https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/stories/series-art-healing/
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Art and Healing Galleries West WRITERS Paul Gessell,
Portia Priegert
Provisions: Observing and Archiving COVID-19 The Site
Magazine CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Aisling O’Carroll
CREATORS Carey van der Zalm, Matthew Claudel,
Cristina Craiu, Ruth Jones, Nicky Bruun-Meyer, Michael
Taylor, Miriam Ho
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BY MALLORY FRAYN

your pitchforks or shaming me on social media. The only living being within coughing distance

home videos. They’re calling it COVID(eo). Get it?

https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/stories/art-in-a-time-of-pandemic/

J O N AT H A N D Y C K

Brian French’s expertise in media sales and marketing has
made him a key figure in Canadian magazines over the past
two decades. As a former member of the senior leadership team at St. Joseph Communications, Brian managed
Alberta- and B.C.-based offices working on national publications such as Wedding Bells and Fashion. But he’s perhaps
best known for his work with the WHERE Canada brand —
both in southern Alberta and across the country.
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Galleries are moving swiftly to connect with virtual audiences during the
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Black
Beaut y
By CANDICE VETTER

Warning: If you have not read Black Beauty stop
reading this article right now — complete plot
giveaways ahead.

I

ALBERTA’S
UNRECLAIMED
immediately
drew readers into the working IS A REFERENDUM A
animals’
world, LINES
including dogs and other GOOD WAY TO DECIDE?
SEISMIC

EVAN OSENTON Alberta Views

domestic creatures. I thought maybe this
time I could skim through, but there is no
skimming Black Beauty. I was sucked in on
page one just like before.
Sewell died only months after publication, but already her book was a runaway
success. No doubt, she was gratified to see
Why Sewell’s story’s
the influence of this one slim novel. It led
to immediate reforms in animal welfare in
resonated,
however,
N E W P E R SP E C TIVE S F OR E N GAGE D C ITIZ E N S / / MAY 20 20
Europe, the British Colonies worldwide and

is the power of its deeply
sympathetic portraits,

which immediately drew
readers into the working
animals’ world

the United States. It has been described as
a protest book and a call to action. Due to
its descriptions of financial hardships of
London’s taxicab owners, the license fee
was reduced so that cabbies could afford to
care for and not overwork their horses.
Societies for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals already existed, but got significant boosts in support after Black Beauty’s
publication and the subsequent reviews
and op-ed pieces in newspapers of the time.
It has been called “the most influential anticruelty novel of all time”
and has been compared to Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin
in the United States because both novels caused outrage and set off protest
actions that changed society.
Contrary to the idea that moralistic books are unpopular, Barnes &
Noble states Black Beauty is an alltime bestseller with over 50 million
copies sold. Numerous film versions
have been produced, there are translations in 50 languages, and it has
never been out of print. It paved the
way for a whole genre of stories like
My Friend Flicka and War Horse, with
dark adult themes, and National
Velvet and The Incredible Journey.
Other authors have written sequels,
as well as a stage play, an LP and the
true sign of an icon — a parody.
In 2006 the first edition copy
containing Sewell’s handwritten
dedication to her mother sold at
auction at Christie’s in London for
£33,000 (about $70,000 at the time).
Although now always categorized as young reader’s fiction, it
was not written for children, but
was written, as the author said, “to
induce kindness, sympathy, and an
understanding treatment of horses.”
Should children read it? Yes.
Everyone should. c

Captaining a politically minded magazine that stakes its
reputation on thoughtful and thought-provoking journalism
is a challenging assignment in the best of times. Maintaining
that mission and those standards throughout a year like
2020 is nothing short of remarkable. Since he took on the
editorship of Alberta Views in 2012, through good years and
years like the one just past, Evan Osenton has helped the
magazine stay its course and established it as an important
resource and dialogue-creator for its informed and loyal
readership.
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was probably nine years old when
I first read Black Beauty. I was a
prairie girl with the first-hand
experience of animal husbandry and
deep sympathy for the livestock
and pets on the farm (with some
exceptions). A friend of mine the
same age who grew up in urban
Montreal also read it as a child.
The effect on her was even more
traumatic than on me.

It starts so sweetly, and I remember expecting it would continue like that. Approaching
the reread for the article, I still felt that hope
within myself — but as a young reader,
Black Beauty: The Autobiography of a Horse
broke my heart.
The tale of one event after another that
betrayed the trust of this innocent creature,
in an age when horses were primary motive
power for human commerce and travel,
struck a chord in many hearts. Animals had
feelings. By inhabiting the first person point
of view of the horse, from colt in a meadow
to pulling a cab in Victorian London, and
through many owners cruel and kind, to
his final home, readers empathized in a
new way with horses, often seen as extensions of machines. Because of that empathy,
attitudes in many societies towards horses
changed. And not only horses. Sewell aimed
at practices like fox hunts, docking dogs’
tails and ears, workhouses for the poor, and
even cruel children who pulled the wings
off flies.
This one iconic book — the only
book written by Anna Sewell, who
was born two hundred years ago
this year — broke many of the literary “rules” of the time. There had
been novels from an animal’s point
of view before, but this was the first
major one in popular English literature. Earlier “beast fables” presented
animals acting like humans — much
like Disney does today.
Black Beauty made readers feel
an animal’s pain, an animal’s fears,
and sometimes, an animal’s contentment and pride. It is clear in
Sewell’s writing that she was a keen
observer of horses, perhaps partly
because of a mistreated injury that
left her unable to walk, but able to
drive. She notes, in many delightful
little dialogues, how to treat both
animals and humans fairly. The
result was a revolution in animal
welfare laws, and more importantly,
in societal mores. It was no longer
fashionable to be cruel. This book
is credited with helping end the use
of checkreins to keep horses’ heads
high and necks arched, and innumerable other changes to accepted
horse husbandry.
Why Sewell’s story’s resonated,
however, is the power of its deeply
sympathetic portraits, which
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BU I LT MAT T E RS.

BY Shelley Arnusch, Thomas Bogda, Afton Brazzoni
AND Mariah Wilson

The
Scaredy
Cat’s Guide
to the
Mountains
You know that guy who can
summit a peak, build a shelter,
fight a bear and catch lunch in
a stream? Yeah. You’re not that
guy. Not even close. In fact,
the very idea of venturing out
into the mountain areas makes
you feel uneasy when you start
thinking about all the things
that could go awry. But guess
what? The mountains aren’t
only for the rugged. They’re
for everyone — even those
who are a bit softer around the
edges. So what if you’re more
scaredy cat than bobcat, here’s
how you can get out there and
still enjoy the Rockies in a way
that makes you feel at home.
88
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As one of only two full-time editorial staff, Osenton has a
hand in bringing pretty much every word that appears in
each of the 10 annual issues of Alberta Views to print. But
it’s his editorial skill with feature articles that earns special
accolades from contributing writers — and numerous
industry awards for those writers. Osenton has been
described as a “roll-up-your-sleeves editor,” equally adept
at big-picture planning as he is in attention to detail. (His
extensive knowledge of the minutiae of Alberta government
policy is said to be unparalleled.)
Writers and collaborators praise his sharp journalistic
instincts, his unwavering commitment to factual accuracy
and thorough research, and his willingness to work
closely alongside them in the pursuit of balanced and
readable stories, without sacrificing writerly autonomy or
compromising their voice.

“Evan is brilliant, creative and funny,
but more than anything I respect his
integrity. His dedication to Alberta
Views and his commitment to the
public good have sustained us over
the years. I’m so happy to congratulate
him,” said Jackie Flanagan, Alberta
Views publisher.
A writer’s editor, an editor’s editor, Osenton is the driving
force behind the stories that continue to define Alberta
Views, rising to the challenge of a year like 2020, and
prevailing.
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A L I C E L A M is building community
by connecting people, whether through the
creation of Volly, an app that pairs volunteers
with the organizations that need them, her
own volunteer work, or the management of
the Tigerstedt Flea Pop-Up Market.

W

hen Alice Lam started Volly, a web-based
platform that works as a sort of concierge
service connecting volunteers and nonprofits, she put into practice her desire for
community building. Volly connects volunteers to causes they are passionate about,
and volunteer opportunities that fit their schedule. Non-profit
organizations also use the site to find people who care about the
work they do and manage the logistics of coordinating multiple
volunteers to achieve success in their projects. “I wanted to make
it as easy as possible for people to find an emotional connection to
a volunteer opportunity,” says Lam. “Whether it was working with
seniors, immigrants or animals, volunteering is the most effective
when they feel connected to the cause.”
What sets Volly apart from other volunteer assistance websites
or apps is that although it’s an online platform, there is a human
element to the interaction and users can email real people for advice. While anyone can browse the opportunities on the site, once
they’ve registered, volunteers can build a profile by choosing from
a dropdown menu that includes more than 30 types of non-profit
causes such as LQBTQ+, youth or Indigenous causes. Potential
volunteers can use an interactive map to find opportunities close
to home or work and filter searches to events, ongoing groups and
donation opportunities.
“People do not have a lot of time to do research on every organization in search of volunteers. I wanted to do that research for
them and create a platform that people can easily use to find their
next volunteer opportunity,” says Lam.
Lam was inspired to create Volly during her time working as
a communications project manager with an educational consulting company in New York. That’s where she came across the New
York Cares website, which connects New Yorkers interested in
volunteering to causes and organizations of their choice. When
Lam moved back to Calgary in 2014, she got to work building
Volly with help from CivicTechYYC, a group that pairs those with
technological expertise with people like Lam who have a great
idea. Volly officially launched in 2018.

Giving Back Better Avenue Calgary WRITER Travis Klemp
EDITOR Käthe Lemon

IN CASE
YOU WERE
WONDERING,
OMAR TAKES
HIS COFFEE
BLACK

While so much has changed, eating
remains one of life’s great pleasures,
so make sure you do it well!

W

e’re lucky to have a spectacularly resilient culinary community
keeping us well-fed through this pandemic. While cafe owners
and restaurateurs navigate an evolving new-world dining-out
experience, our resident bakers, distillers and producers of
interesting preserves, cheeses, chocolates, meal kits and even
vegan charcuterie continue to create uniquely Alberta products worth seeking out. And in fact, many of them operate inside of restaurants and cafes
— further evidence of that resilience and ability to pivot. Here are 25 that may not be on
your radar that you should go out and grab immediately if you haven’t already.
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A mother, her husband and two
aides walk into a bathroom…
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by Omar
Mouallem

I cannot write this softly.

I put the coffee on and prepared to
prove myself the best birthing partner
there ever was, or, at least, better than
the one I was last time.

1/9/2021
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In Defence of Art from Small Places - Galleries West

BY CONYER CLAYTON
YEAR END

In Defence of Art from Small Places
The art world would do well to turn its gaze outward, away from tired conventions

I was 16 when I was raped. I cannot write this softly.

and towards the periphery.
by Sarah Swan

Was I raped when I was 16? I cannot write this confidently.

December 28, 2020 12:30 PM

Cancun. Mother’s leash too long. I drank, or rather, had drinks poured into me. I told two
men I was nineteen. It wasn’t true, and they knew it. They were older, and indie, and my type.
So I danced with them.
Another shot down my throat. I kissed them too.
This much I remember.

IN CASE
YOU WERE
WONDERING,
OMAR TAKES
HIS COFFEE
BLACK

When I woke up in their hotel room, Man #1 was finishing on top of me. I said nothing. Had
my eyes been open? Surely. Surely they wouldn’t. Surely no one would. Surely no one would.
Surely no one would. Surely no one would. Surely no one would. They seemed so nice. Nice
Canadian boys. (MENMENMEN)
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But I did wake up.
If you wake you must be sleeping.
I said

by
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just like art should is proverbial. Remember the pejorative terms – zombie formalism,
crapstraction and MFA abstraction – coined back in 2015? Those were names for generic art.

Feature

“Although the art world reveres the unconventional,” writes Canadian-born cultural

820

Shares

anthropologist Sarah Thornton, author of Seven Days in the Art World, “it is rife with

Illustrations by Fatinha Ramos

conformity.”

https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/stories/in-defence-of-art-from-small-places/

Photos by John Ulan
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A century ago a group
of grads got together and
decided to start a magazine.
The Trail, as it was called
then, was a place to swap
stories, share updates
and talk about the news
of the day, and it helped
them stay connected to
the learning and discovery
happening at the U of A. Here
is a list of our favourite
bits from our archives.

Trauma can have a

huge impact on teachers

Mnemonics, Magic, and Memoir

This was the only coming-of-age ritual
I was ever going to have, and I was
having it before I even went to school.
When he tightened the laces, I almost gasped.
“They have to be good and tight, bud,” he said.
“Just like your own feet.”
Because I was a contemplative child, fated to
become that loneliest of citizens—an intellectual—I
wondered how exactly my feet were tight. They
certainly didn’t feel tight. Not like the skates. It felt
as if my legs ended in stumps of pumping blood. I
stood, tentatively. Off in the night, near the entrance
to the slough, a pair of headlights swung across the
bushes, then glided ghostly towards us. Another pair
albertaviews.ca
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N 1799 JOSEPH LEWIS, A HUDSON’S BAY Company
employee, arrived in what is now Alberta. He was 27 years
old but his life had already been crammed with adventure.
Born in 1772 in Manchester, New Hampshire, at 20
he’d made his way to Montreal, where he joined the North
West Company. He was a Nor’wester for four years before he
jumped ship—or canoe—and went to work for the HBC. He
signed a three-year contract as a “steersman” at a salary of
£20 a year. Lewis paddled and portaged his way west for three
years, until he arrived here, at the tail end of the 18th century,
to help Peter Fidler found Greenwich House, a trading post
near Lac La Biche.
One other thing about Joseph Lewis? He was black.
Oh, I know. When you picture voyageurs, you probably
don’t imagine them as Afro-Canadian. And I don’t blame
you. After all, our textbooks, our miniseries, our novels, our
heritage parks, don’t tell the
stories of black fur traders in the
Trump wannabes
Canadian West. But they were
may try to rewrite
here nonetheless. They’ve just
Alberta’s past. But been erased from our cultural
narratives.
this was never a
I think it’s worth asking why—
homogeneous,
especially in this age of Wexit,
ethnically “pure”
when Trump Lite wannabes
and would-be separatists are
place—that’s the
trying to rewrite Alberta’s past,
nativist nonsense
the better to advocate for their
of malignant
wizened vision of our future.
We have forgotten, or negfantasy.
lected to learn, so much of the
real history of this place: of the Indigenous peoples who were
here first; of the early fur trade; of the Metis Nation that was
born of the blending of European and First Nations cultures.
We’ve forgotten that the NWC and the HBC attracted
adventurers from all over, young men of energy and ambition,
who could seek fortune and fame here, even if they came from
working-class backgrounds back home, wherever home was.
We’ve forgotten, or never knew, that those early western fur
posts were multicultural, multilingual places, where English,
French, Michif, Gaelic, Orcadian, German, Norwegian and
other tongues mixed and mingled, spoken alongside many
Indigenous languages from Cree to Blackfoot to Iroquois.
This territory was never a homogeneous, ethnically “pure”
place—that’s the nativist nonsense of malignant fantasy. Our
diversity has always been our strength, even when we didn’t
realize, much less celebrate, it.
14
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Records being scarce, we don’t know whether Lewis was an
escaped slave or a free man looking for a better life. But why
should we be surprised that he headed for the western frontier,
where he might hope to be judged by his abilities, not his race?
I first learned Lewis’s story two years ago when writing
a column for the Edmonton Journal. I’d been inspired, or
rather goaded, by a debate I’d had with a history professor.
Fort Edmonton Park, I’d suggested, could do a better job
of teaching about diversity. She’d insisted that would be
ridiculous because, as she put it, “There were no black people
at Fort Edmonton.”
I had no idea if she was right, but her attitude annoyed me
so much I determined to find out. With the help of poet and
professor Bertrand Bickersteth, who was researching Alberta’s
lost black history, I determined that Lewis had indeed been at
Fort Edmonton—or Edmonton House, as it was then known.
In the summer of 1810 he joined Joseph Howse’s expedition
across the Rockies to the Columbia River. (By then, his pay
had risen to £30 a year.) He was a free man, though slavery in
the British Empire wouldn’t be abolished for another 30 years.
History records that a few other black men come to Rupert’s
Land. Stephen Bonga, a fur trader and interpreter who took
part in the Bow River expedition in 1822, was the grandson
of Michigan slaves. Glasgow Crawford, another black HBC
employee, spoke English, French and Iroquois, and worked as a
cook and “middleman” at Fort Chipewyan from 1818 to 1821.
But Lewis may have left the most lasting Canadian legacy. He
married a local Indigenous woman, whose name we no longer
know. They had two daughters and a son, who later moved to
join Red River colony to become a part of the Metis Nation.
This column is called “On Second Thought”—an allusion to
the fact I’m now a Senator, sitting in what’s sometimes called
the Chamber of Sober Second Thought. But second thought
is useful outside of the Senate too. With Black History Month
here again, retelling Lewis’s story seems politically urgent.
Don’t be fooled by what you read on protest placards and
in the dark corners of Twitter. Albertans aren’t defined by
skin colour or ethnic identity. What makes us Albertan is our
shared belief that this is a place of opportunity, freedom and
fresh beginnings, a place where courage, skill and hard work
are valued, and where people are encouraged, indeed invited,
to start life over again. We need to learn about Albertans like
Joseph Lewis, not just to understand our history but to navigate
our future. Especially as we steer into troubled waters ahead. #
Paula Simons is an independent Senator, a former columnist
for the Edmonton Journal and a long-time Albertan.

I made it through delivering my mother’s eulogy, and as I
scanned the church filled with the last of m y great aunties and uncles
who’d driven down to Calgary from Olds, I saw the Elliott tartan of my
mother’s mother’s clan. Then the hired piper played “Amazing Grace.”
I could no longer restrain myself. Ten years earlier we’d lost my great
uncle John Elliott, our patriarch and our piper. Hearing the skirl of the
pipes never failed to take me back to him pacing the yard of the Upper
Saskatchewan Ranger Station on Alberta’s Kootenay Plains, under the
watchful binoculars of Roly the fire lookout man on Mount Cline, and to
the bafflement of the sled dogs in their pens and the pack horses in the
pasture.

A personal
account by
Jason Schilling

After my mother’s funeral that Saturday in late spring of 2001, we
retreated to my brother’s place. The phone rang and my sister-in-law said,
“it’s for you, from Rocky Mountain House.” An unmistakable voice came
on the line, somewhat frail—a scrappy London accent even after 60 years
in Canada—John’s widow and hard-working partner at the ranger station
on Kootenay Plains, my Auntie Kathy.
“So, do you ever think of your days on the Upper Saskatchewan?”
she asked. The name was our shorthand for the ranger station, Kootenay
Plains, and the entire North Saskatchewan watershed. It had been 30
years since we spoke, but I could hear in her voice the deep longing and
the need. “Oh, Auntie Kathy. Not a day goes by.” Choked, I took a deep
breath. “Not a day goes by. In fact, I’ve finished a book about it. I’ll come
see you before I go back east.” And thus began my many returns to Rocky
Mountain House and the memories of the sacred places and people of my
youth: John and Kathleen Elliott, the Wesley band of the Stoney-Nakoda
people, and especially, Silas Abraham. But I knew the station that once

86

My connection to my Uncle John was profound. I lost my hearing
after pneumonia in infancy and John his in WWII after a German bomb
blasted him from his barracks shortly after his arrival in England. John
wore large hearing aids, as did I, and had told my grandmother, “they’re
not doing anything for him in school. Send him up to Kathy and me.” It
was true, at nine, I floundered. Although I was already bookish, I got into
fights and trouble at school and was caught shoplifting, setting fires, and
more.
After the Stampede that summer in 1961, I took the Greyhound
north to Red Deer and west through all the little towns to Rocky
Mountain House. Kathy and John met me, him in his ranger’s uniform,
and we squeezed into the green forestry truck’s cab. Clearwater Car
Four was its radio sign. A stick shift and massive Motorola two-way
radio dominated the transmission hump as John geared the truck out of
Rocky. For a nine year-old boy this was pure adventure. We passed the
Alberta Forest Service compound with its helicopter pad. Highway 11
west to Nordegg turned from pavement to wide gravel at Ram River
crossing, and as we passed the fenced-off ghost town of Nordegg, I was
excited. We dodged construction equipment and soon the boulders that
bounced in the wheel wells hushed as the road narrowed again to a dirt
track tucked into the rugged front ranges of the eastern slopes of the
Canadian Rockies. Everything smelled fresh here: the perfume of pines
and the musk of river mud. Massive shards of limestone and shale from
the ancient seabeds shouldered the sky around us. Scree bracketed the
flatirons on the slopes beside us. A wide valley gouged out by advancing
ancient glaciers opened up before us, home to the Upper Saskatchewan
headwaters. The Bighorn reserve of the Wesley band of the StoneyNakoda spread out beside the river below us.
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President, ATA
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“Hope” is an overused word, but research in
education, nursing and psychology is discovering
how strong we become when we talk about it.
And that we can learn how to find it
By Amie Filkow

newtrail spring 2020
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eaching, to me, is a paradox,
an amusing mixture of joy and
pain. It’s a profession rooted
in interactions and the building of relationships, and while these
relationships are typically a source of
tremendous satisfaction, they can also
bring gut-wrenching heartache.
When I was in my sixth year of
teaching, I transferred schools, moved
to a new city and started over. This is
when I met Jack, a new student in my
English 20 class. Little did I know he
would change my life forever.
Jack was pleasant enough, at least as
pleasant as surly teenage boys are able
to be in the morning, and was by no
means difficult. But I could tell from
his strained interactions in class that
he was struggling to fit in. I could empathize, for new schools can be tough.
One morning, I noticed that Jack
appeared especially gloomy, keeping
his head down and paying no particular
attention to the proceedings.
“Jack, could you please lift your
head and join the class?” I said, not
thinking much of it.
What happened next was like one of
those moments in the movies when the
camera shifts its focus and tilts. Jack
hurled a lengthy list of expletives in my
direction that included a threat to end
my life, then stormed out of the room
and slammed the door, knocking the
phone off the wall and the breath out
of my chest.
I spent a few minutes getting the
class settled, then contacted the office

about what had happened and to see if
Jack had made it there. But, of course,
he had not gone to the office; he’d left
the building.
The situation escalated from there.
After leaving the school, Jack had
returned to his house and retrieved a
weapon. The police were notified and
were quick on the scene. Due to Jack’s
threat toward me and concerns over
what could happen next, the school
went into lockdown.
We had practised a lockdown drill
several times, but a real one feels
entirely different. It was tense. Some
students were curious as to what was
happening; some had heard in the
hallway what had happened in my class.
As the time dragged on, our collective
patience waned. Then, more than three
hours later, the lockdown was lifted
and we learned of Jack’s suicide.
Things moved very quickly at that
point. Announcements were made,
staff and grief counsellors gathered in
the staff room to hear the events of the
day, and I was quickly shuffled into the
office to debrief the day. It all seemed
surreal. People, noises, conversations
swirled around me as I struggled to
make sense of what had happened.
This remains the darkest day of my
career and the moment when everything changed. I thought I’d been in
control, but control is deceptive. I felt
that, if I’d been in control, Jack would
have not taken his life.
This incident sent shock waves
through our school. The district’s
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shirts and heavy jewellery to his scale-flecked toque
and flapping rubber gumboots. Nonetheless, he was,
like most young men of his era, conservative; he had
one foot firmly in the gentlemen’s-only side of the
local tavern, the other tentatively in the free-love
house parties of the swinging ’60s.
Thirdly, the terror was winter. We didn’t get as
much of it as the rest of Canada, and so when it came,
it came with the fully regal fury of the white witch
to Narnia. This night, however, it had come without
snow. The landscape glittered white with frost and
moonlight from a porthole-sized full moon (the
reason we could skate after dark), but the ice on the
slough itself shone no brighter than isinglass.
I sat on a crispy bank and gazed as far as I could
into the night. Overhanging oak branches all along
the near bank; only a skiff of stars low over the far
bank. Something flitted through the moonlight like
a flipped hockey card. And again. Something black,
the size of a gloved fist. My brother, taking no notice
of the hunting creature, began to lace my skates.
They were like the irons from a Victorian scullery.

Diversity is Alberta’s strength.

RE

You want to remember something long and complicated, but you have trouble remembering.
You have a lot of trouble remembering. So, you imagine a place you’re familiar with; your
workplace, your high school, your street. Then take a walk down that street noting features as
you walk; that shop, that park, that creak, and so on. In each of those places you stop and put
down a part of what you want to remember; put down a little bit of memory and with it a
little bit of mnemonic magic of something strange. The stranger, the weirder, the grosser—the
better. You’ll remember the strange and the gross, that’s the foundation that binds a memory
palace to the ground, to itself, and to you.
You remember walking across the slimy bridge over the creak on your hour long
walk to school. Your determination is greater than your sense. Weakness, uselessness, and
stupidity are fears that drive you to walk, to get your best friend to walk, all the way to school.
All the way even over the rotting wood and through the squelching mud. You remember
the sagging wooden bridge and the narrow wooden steps that lay behind your friend’s home
that disappeared into a hill and out into a neighbourhood infinitely better and safer than
your own. You remember the black bird with the red stripe that dive-bombed intruders on
the overpass leaving scars and soggy lost hats. You remember finally arriving and feeling
accomplished before the first bell ever rang. You remember being good at something before
the morning song, the mission impossible song, reminds you to get to class for your own
impossible mission; to keep fooling everyone into thinking you were smart. You will learn of
imposter syndrome exactly five years too late to help you any.
Before any of that you remember learning to sprint at the park. Of measuring out
the distance by walking across the field with your mother toe to heel to toe and marking the
distances off with jackets. She is tired and still wears her white work hijab as she does this
with you and amazingly her temper is gentle as though somehow, she knows what’s troubling
you. You remember racing across the dewy grass and timing it on a kitchen timer because
you had no watch and cellphones were still bricks. You remember the freedom and triumph
of getting better at something tangible. Something more measurable then your working
memory.
Even before that you remember the shop and learning how to steal by dropping
candy on the floor. You remember kicking it across the store and later bending over to tie
your shoes only to pick it up. You remember putting the candy inside the space between your
ankle and your sock and walking a distance behind your mother as she pushes your sister in a
stroller before you stop to retrieve your goods. You will get caught immediately and you try to

flourished was now covered by the waters of the man-made lake
named for Silas. A lake Silas opposed and that flooded much of the
valley where he once lived and hunted.
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How to conjure a Memory Palace

This is the Place I Come to in My Dreams

This is the Place I Come to in My Dreams

The Story of Joseph Lewis

By TIM BOWLING Illustration by JONATHAN DYCK
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BY S.K. IBRA

Without looking at me, my brother said—and it might have
been Canada itself speaking—“Here’s your stick.”
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various, rich meanings of an excellent exhibition. But how base it felt too – the ‘statusphere,’ the
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A game-changer is a person, idea or practice that operates
outside the box, challenges the status quo and is inspired
by the question, ”How can this be better?” When it comes
to cancer treatment, support and care, Alberta is blessed
with a plethora of revolutionary people, practices and ideas. From trans-
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alienating jargon, the imagined importance of it all, the pervasive homogeneity. Art that looks

nothing, hardly moving.

FIRST SKATED IN 1969 ON A FROZEN
slough at the mouth of the Fraser River,
so far west of our nation’s capital that you
could taste the brine of the Pacific on your
tongue and hear Tokyo accents on the
breeze. The ice had that 1950s black-and-white,
grainy television look—the shadows under my
blades were killer whales poised to break through
and gnash an ice-floe-napping seal to shreds. Oh,
learning to skate wasn’t just a sweet and happy
experience; it possessed some of the terror of a
religious experience undergone by a Christian who
genuinely believes in the Old Testament god.
First of all, there was the isolation. The slough
intersected a small silt island reached by driving out
of town for 10 minutes along a winding, unlit dike
road, crossing a wooden suspension bridge, driving
another five minutes past dark-rutted potato fields
and barns like the hulking shoulders of headless
giants, until finally reaching the entrance to a bird
sanctuary donated decades before by a rum-running
millionaire to the federal government way off in
the east. Here, the slough was long, narrow and
alarmingly secluded.
The second part of the terror involved authority.
My brother—23 years old to my 5—wasn’t
particularly threatening, but he smelled like beer
(which he drank copiously from stubby brown
bottles), Old Spice (which he wore liberally, and
which emanated off a wicker ball dangling from his
Mustang’s rear-view mirror) and animals (which he
hunted and trapped when he wasn’t salmon fishing
or driving a tractor on the potato fields for a living—
my hand, in fact, rested on a tanned muskrat hide
on the console between the car’s front bucket seats).
Somehow, in a way I couldn’t possibly understand,
my brother’s world was adult and intimidating
rather than inviting; he was a peculiar Canadian
cross between Hugh Hefner and Relic from The
Beachcombers, right from his open-necked silk
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Once upon a pre-pandemic time, it was a joy to be part of the art world – to luxuriate in the
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Marcus Jackson, "The End is the Beginning," 2015 , digital photograph, 5" x 7" (courtesy the artist / LuckyJackPress.com)
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nothing, hardly moving.

Man #2 began. I said

A mother, her husband and two
aides walk into a bathroom…
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ALEX
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TEMPLE OF
ANTIQUES

I put the coffee on and prepared to
prove myself the best birthing partner
there ever was, or, at least, better than
the one I was last time.
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A First Nation weighs the pros and cons
of buying into the oil and gas industry.
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CORYN URQUHART

e’re at one of those boutique places crammed with so much
decorative crap that you can barely turn a circle for fear of
knocking some two hundred dollar porcelain vase off of some eight
hundred dollar desk when I realize we’re not gonna make it. I’m looking
at a three hundred dollar knockoff bust of Michelangelo’s David,
wondering what kind of asshole actually has this shit in their house when
Sarah asks the saleslady, “How much for this sign?”

W

“They’re coming,” the younger warned, eyes closed as he
stretched his eldritch senses to their limits.
“Oh really?” the older snapped. He shifted his black-bladed alien
sword to his left hand and drew his blaster with his right. It only had a
dozen charges left, and who knew how effective it would be against the
half-dimensional horrors pursuing them? Nevertheless, its weight was
comforting. Not for the first time, he wished his brother was a little
less smart—just less-smart enough to not piece together the shards of
a crystalline map made when the sun was still yellow and—
“Spoiler.” Robbie struggled to sit up. “That’s a spoiler. We don’t
know how old the map is yet, do we?”
“Um...” Georgia flipped back a few pages and nodded. “Okay,
good catch. That’ll be easy to fix—it’s just pencil work. You want to
keep going?” She was careful not to look at her brother as she asked.
Robbie settled back on the bed that had been his home for the
last two months. He claimed he didn’t notice the drip tube in his arm

BY OMAR MOUALLEM + PHOTOGRAPHY COOPER & O’HARA
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It’s hand painted, mottled to look old, and it’s about the size of our
fucking tv. I can’t imagine any place in our current apartment that it’ll fit,
but since Sarah painted the living room robin’s egg she’s been attacking
ikea catalogues with something close to mania. The saleslady replies that
it’s ninety dollars and I’m trying to figure out why we couldn’t just make
one ourselves when Sarah says, “Perfect,” and it hits me that there’s no
way this is going to work out.
The sign says: “LIFE ISN’T ABOUT WEATHERING THE STORM,
IT’S ABOUT LEARNING TO DANCE IN THE RAIN”
She didn’t even ask what I thought.

You stand in your favorite party outfit. A bottle-green chiffon sari with a hand-embroidered
gold-thread orange pallu that you throw over your shoulder, feet encased in attractive, matching
“I’m notslippers,
reallyand
looking.”
a neat middle part in your hair that boldly betrays your very comfortable middle
-classness.The reflection in the mirror reveals who you are, both to yourself and the world. Discloses
“Don’t ruin
this for
me. I’ve
been plotting
all week.”
that your
husband
maintained
a good post:
in the banking sector, no less. Your teardrop
pearl earrings, a ten-year anniversary gift, set you apart and above as the wife of the Head
Manager
of loans
and financing
the National
of Uttar Pradesh. The residual tummy
It had been
a bad
morning
and theforpastries
wereTrust
going
fat from
successive
informs
of your motherhood and three grown children:
unsold. She leaned
on three
the table
and pregnancies
watched me
as I pounded
son, Raju, and daughters, Maya and Neethu.

I hadn’t seen Kathleen for many years and suddenly there
she was, loose and heavy, not exactly fat but enlarged, so that the
body I had panted over was nowhere to be seen. I remembered her
as a startling blonde with a daffy laugh, forever wearing a necklace
whose pendant pointed—purposely, I thought—directly towards her
breasts. I was fourteen when she became engaged to my brother,
and the announcement that we would be related provoked a spasm
of erotic zeal, followed by a healthy dose of Jewish guilt; the two
emotions wreaked havoc until Jacob told me the marriage was
off. After that, Kathleen slipped into the ether. Her pictures were
destroyed. The one time I asked about her, Jacob punched me in the
arm. He had married someone else and all his loyalty went to her. I
once asked my mother what had happened to Kathleen, hoping for
a last name, which I had never been able to recall. But this was after
the stroke and Mom was having trouble with names. Straining to
recall her almost-daughter, she looked like she was passing a stone.
There was nothing to be done. She was the only one still around;
Jacob was already gone.

THE RELIGIOUS WOMAN
BLAIR HURLEY

the dough.

Your first child made you crave juicy, messy okra dishes cooked with onions, tomatoes

“You haven’t
dated
anyone
whatshername.
and your
naniji’s
masala.since
In your
dedication to anYou’re
auspicious birth, you counted six almonds
almost forty, David.
You’re
those
pastries:
foodyou
that’s
every night
intolike
a cup
of water.
In the good
mornings,
peeled the skin off the almonds, saved the
quickly going stale.”
skin for a facial paste, and ate the six clean white seeds within. Every night before bed, you ate a

very day, the religious woman said a prayer for her dead
parents, and for her dead grandparents, and this was the only
remembrance done for these people who had been forgotten by any
other living person. She did it while she was slicing the bread for
breakfast. Sometimes it was rushed and sometimes it was absent-minded
and sometimes, when the morning was quiet and the children weren’t
demanding her attention, it was serious and made the morning light
around her glow with special purpose.

E

palm-full of fennel seeds before you lay to sleep. You also had a constant, insatiable appetite for

a mid-day
of mango pieces
in afaith.
bowl of
I was flattered
bysnack
her intentions,
butswimming
I had little
Allmilk. Your first born, Raju also cost
you worries that made you perform early-morning pujas and plead with your husband to take
the women I’d met
were fatalistic creatures with their share of
you on three pilgrimages to Hajji Ali’s tomb where you handed out warm chappatis wrapped in
problems: wine, misery, too many romantic ideals. Each was a
clean cotton fabric to the beggars lining the entrance. In the last month of your pregnancy, you
secular Jew whomade
thought
quaint
I wasn’t.
They
adored
my
sure toitgive
somethat
amount
of money
to every
young,
hungry child who crossed your path
yarmulke, but when
I couldn’t
date was
on an
Friday
nights,
with anI told
open them
palm. In
the end, Raju’s
emergency
Caesarean birth, forcing the doctors
they suspected me
of your
leading
double
them
to slice
very a
skin
to get life.
at theFew
son of
below.
Thewere
subsequent labours of your daughters came
own
complications
and traumas.
Youan
have
worked hard to block out the memory of
involved in the with
arts.their
They
seemed
to confuse
me with
aspiring
your time
in the maternity
where either
the mothers in your room perished, or
typewriter salesman:
someone
chasingwards,
a profession
thatone
nooflonger
her baby, and in one case both.
existed.

I found Kathleen because of Irena Aguerre. I was trying to
be an actor, but my career had stalled and I had gone back to the
bakery where I once worked. Irena, who owned the place, always
treated me as a lost son. Her most profound gift was a meddlesome
spirit. She knew I had broken up with someone and refused to leave
my broken heart alone.

The religious woman liked the feel of all books but Bibles often had
those lovely gold-rimmed pages, that crisp onion-skin paper delicate as
lace. The old ones had that musty wonderful smell from the special mold
that only grows in books and the new ones had the crisp acrid smell of
fresh ink. In hotels she always opened the night table drawer and reached
in and always a Bible was there, black softcover, fragile pages, always the
same spidery text. She traveled often for work and every time she pressed
her nose into the binding and took a deep inhale, remembering the smell
of every other Bible she had ever pressed her nose into. They were a
comfort. They were like the secret underground mesh of the universe,
the system that made everything else make sense. She thought about
the dog telephone system in the movie 101 Dalmatians, all of London’s
dogs spreading secret messages in an unbroken chain across the city, and

But there are other stories. Happier stories. The stretch marks on you abdomen, thighs,

“She’s abreasts,
converted
Jew,” Irena went on. “The man she loved
and the soft wrinkles around the corners of your eyes and around your supple lips tell of
wouldn’t marryafternoons
her so she
went
throughpaste,
the “naughty”
whole process.
Thegossip,
day and laughter with your best
with
sandalwood
poetry, petty
after she was confirmed,
fiancé
her
to marry some girl who
friend since her
second
class,left
Mala
Sardosh.
writes about hotels.”

Your delicate fingers and weak fingernails speak of trusted servants in both your husband’s
house, and before that, in your father’s. There is a wild, unschooled intelligence in your eyes:
lines from books you have read mingle freely with newspaper accounts, political events, and
personal tragedies and comedies. You have survived Rajiv and Indira, and will survive Sonia
too, if her party comes to a successful election. Gandhian philosophy still swells your heart with
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BY SALMA HUSSAIN

“I’ve found the love of your life,” she said one day.

You lean against a display case of branded bodysuits in the glassed-in viewing room at your
kid’s gymnastics gym and deconstruct the odour as you do each week. Cheese feet, coffee,
sweaty vinyl, oxidizing aluminum. You add fruit cocktail in syrup. The smell hangs in the air
like regret. It gets in your hair and sticks to your teeth.
Welcome to the parent-terrarium, complete with fluorescent lights, fake yucca plants,
foggy glass, and Gortex skin sheds on the backs of chairs. It’s humid from everyone yawning
and sighing. You look up to the stained ceiling tiles. When will they feed us? Everyone is
hungry because they didn’t have time to eat. Everyone is squinting with tiny pupils across a
hangar-sized warehouse, searching for their limby progeny in a sea of ponytailed facsimiles.
Out there, beyond the glass, is your spawn: a squealing, sparkly, horror-film centipede.
After five minutes, most moms forget the children. They grab books and phones,
turn chairs toward themselves and prop their feet up, cheap tights cinching into plump legs
like grout. Dads balance elbows on knees, scratching their abs or stretching their necks and
wheeling their shoulders periodically, like they just worked out big time but really, they’re
checking out comely moms.
It’s meet-the-coach night at Champion Gymnastics, a sprawling club in a business
park strip mall between Wine Kitz and a discount tile place called Floored that has googly eyes
in the double O because you won’t believe those prices! Champion produced a silver medalist
in vault in the 1979 Pan Am Games. A framed and faded eight-by-ten of a muscular Ellie
Schnagel and her gleeful coach Joyce Winters hangs in the terrarium, presumably to suggest
our money’s well spent.
It doesn’t appear Champion has produced any medalist of note since then, but that’s
fine. Your daughter Trisha is not podium material. Sure, Trisha loves her sequined rainbow
bodysuit and does the star jump dismount off the beginners’ floor beam with verve and a
wide-open mouth, but she also loves hammering nails into wood and gobbing on leaves to
make them shiny. She’s seven, discovering herself. Your husband Max is a realtor now and
rarely home in time to take Trisha to class. You play martyr to earn points, but you secretly
enjoy it because once the sitter comes for Owen, you have the evening to yourself. Your
spinning-top life slows, wobbles, gently tips over and stops. It’s no mani-pedi with a flat
white but you take what you can get. Sometimes you bring a travel mug of wine and watch
the sun set between a government low-rise and a city bus garage. Sounds dreadful but it’s not.
Business parks empty out at night and a soothing tranquility descends.
Trisha and her fellow gymnasts invade the terrarium like stick bugs and drag parents
into the gym, grinning like they’re in commercials.
“Welcome parents! I’m Cookie. I’ll be your child’s coach for the next nine weeks.” The
coaches all have nicknames. The last one was KitCat and before that, Bubbles. Parents and

DANCING IN THE RAIN

Greg Wilson
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We don’t want
our people to be
living in poverty
anymore.”

recognizable people in Alberta. When Hollywood
film director James Cameron visited the province in
2010, worried about the speed of bitumen extraction
in northern Alberta, he met with the chief. Jane
Fonda did the same. So did Leonardo DiCaprio and
Neil Young. In 2014 Archbishop Desmond Tutu
called the oil sands “the world’s dirtiest oil,” and
then later sat with Chief Adam at a press conference
in Fort McMurray in which the South African Nobel
Peace Prize laureate told Albertans that “only those
who want to be blind can’t see that we are sitting on
a powder keg” in the oil sands.
At a restaurant in Edmonton, Chief Adam, now
in his early 50s, looked much the same as in the
news photos with celebrities. His long salt-andpepper hair was tied back in a ponytail. He wore
blue jeans and black sneakers. A long scar marks
his right cheek and he speaks softly and calmly,
with an intense, direct stare when making a point
he wants you to hear.
“I’m not an environmentalist,” he says, right off
the top. “Environmentalists take the view of ‘The
view is beautiful, the view shouldn’t be touched.’
I’m a hunter-gatherer. So I like the land a lot, sure,
the beauty of the land. Will I destroy the land? No.
But I hunt and gather food and I do that to provide
for my family and to continue and carry on what
I’ve been taught as a kid—and I love it; I love the
way wild food tastes. But the fish is contaminated.
The birds are contaminated. The moose is
contaminated. The beavers, the rats [muskrats], the
bears—every wild food we eat is contaminated. But
we still eat it. That’s why we had to adapt and try to
make wise decisions.”

My Brother’s Girl

My Brother’s Girl

BY LISA GREGOIRE

Robbie nodded. “Thank you for the game.”
“Sure.” Georgia looked at the rail-thin figure lying in
the bed, certain now that whoever she was talking to
wasn’t the brother she had grown up with. “Mind if I
check in later?”
“Of course,” Robbie said, reaching for his tablet once
again. “It’s always a pleasure to see you.”

By TADZIO RICHARDS

O UNDERSTAND WHY HE TOLD
the press, in April 2018, that Alberta
First Nations “want to be owners
of a pipeline,” specifically the Trans
Mountain Pipeline expansion (TMX),
Chief Allan Adam of the Athabasca Chipewyan
First Nation (ACFN) said you should think about
fresh meat. You should visit the nation’s new grocery
store—the K’ai Tailé Market—in Fort Chipewyan,
he told me. It opened in August 2018 and is the only
store in the hamlet that offers fresh meat, flown in
from Edmonton. That should
“give you insight,” he said,
into the pipeline proposal,
and into why in September
2018 he signed an impact
benefit agreement (IBA) on
behalf of his nation with Teck
Resources, which was then the
proponent of a $20.6-billion
oil sands mine—the Frontier
Allan Adam,
project. This would have been
ACFN Chief
the largest of Alberta’s oil sands
projects, and the closest to
Chief Adam’s home community of Fort Chipewyan,
down the Athabasca River from the mine.
I met Chief Adam for an interview in Edmonton
in late August 2019. Elected ACFN chief for the
first time in 2007, he’s won four band elections and
consistently raised concerns, sometimes in court,
about the negative impacts of oil sands development
on treaty rights, climate change and public health—
including allegations of a cancer cluster in Fort
Chipewyan. That fight made him one of the most
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And Should
I Fall Behind

THE DAY THAT PS752 WAS SHOT DOWN
WILL FOREVER BE FROZEN IN HIS MEMORY
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Scientific illustrator Julius Csotonyi’s dramatic images of dinosaurs resonate in
by Dorothy Woodend

A. 0. Wheeler, head of Alpine Club & camera used for mapping work in mountains by Canadian Government / 27665,
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, Underwood and Underwood Publishers fonds (V465/pd3/130-02)

BY CAITLIN CRAWSHAW
PHOTOS MAT SIMPSON

Curtis Talwst Santiago, “Liming,” 2020, installation view, Art Gallery of Alberta (photo by AGA)

Curtis Talwst Santiago

Exhibition of miniature dioramas turns up the Caribbean party heat.
by Fish Griwkowsky
November 30, 2020 5:00 PM

The plan was to turn a room at the Art Gallery of Alberta into a proper party space, bouncing
with fused music and dancing – and, likely, a lot of laughter, too. Curtis Talwst Santiago’s show,
which runs through Feb. 14, is called Liming after all – a Trinidadian term that means coming
together to socialize, verb form “to lime.”
Julius Csotonyi, "Sinornithosaurus Ambushes Liaoningosaurus," 2014 , digital painting, 10” x 12”

And this upbeat theme �ows through the entire room, from Santiago’s increasingly well-known
dioramas under glass to the happily loud calypso music by Mighty Sparrow blasting out of the

Large, lumbering, toothy and �lled with a savage desire to rip and devour: This could

sound system.

describe some American Republicans these days, but it applies equally to the work of Julius
Csotonyi.
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s a young girl growing up in Syria,
Hodan Abdullah loved to sew
clothes for her Barbie dolls. She
began with big, beautiful princess
dresses and moved on to making blouses
and jackets — outfits she could imagine
herself wearing.
But this wasn’t just childhood play;
Abdullah was teaching herself the sewing
skills she’d need to become a fashion

Shares
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store display-case vibe. They’re like oldsters, really, hanging out on the party’s edges, eternal
witnesses to the action.

https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/stories/curtis-talwst-santiago/
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i am woman
Teen Science That’s
Out
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https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/stories/age-of-extinction/

designer. The dream followed her into
adulthood and she began making plans
to get the education she needed to make
it happen.
“In Syria, they didn’t have a college
for fashion design, so my plan was to
go to Lebanon, because there are lots of
opportunities there when it comes to
fashion,” she says. “That was the plan
before the war started.”

LEGACY in ACTION

ecfoundation.org

students whose miniature, self-contained
science experiment will make a giant
journey in July, rocketing 400 kilometres to
the International Space Station for testing by
astronauts and cosmonauts before returning
to Edmonton at summer’s end.
So who are these bold and vicarious
space explorers? Three are Grade 7 students
from Rosslyn School: Adrien Hanna,
a jokester in the style of Star-Lord (of
Marvel Comics superhero fame), who has
ambitions of becoming an MMA fighter;

WHY

BEYOND BARRIERS

by Omar
Mouallem

Rachel Notley’s other passion

D E M E N T I A D O E S N ’ T J U S T A F F E C T T H E E L D E R LY — I T I M PAC T S T H O U S A N D S
I N T H E I R 4 0 S , 50 S A N D E A R LY 6 0 S . A C H A R I T Y C A L L E D YOUQU E ST M E ETS

I put the coffee on and prepared to
prove myself the best birthing partner
there ever was, or, at least, better than
the one I was last time.

EXPLORING
CANCER
AND STIGMA

OF F E R I NG FA M I L I E S A PL AC E TO BE L ONG .

teens — especially interstellar enthusiasts
— to make a true contribution to space
exploration.
And these aren’t just school arts and
crafts, but real research projects conducted
under the mentorship of university
scientists. Program director Jeff Goldstein
enthused in 2014 about the range of
experiments involved in that year’s launch.
“Stem cell research, nanotubes, mutations of
DNA fermentation in space, development
of salamander eggs,” he said. “Really, a very
wide variety of research disciplines.”
The major goal of SSEP, according to
Goldstein, is to provide “an absolutely
authentic immersion in every facet of real
research” — and he doesn’t see age as an
obstacle. “Researchers are in the business
of organized curiosity and evidence-based
learning for the human race,” he said. “Our
children are born curious … they’re fully
capable of taking this on.”
Sejutee says it took about a week for the
news to sink in that her experiment had

been chosen for 2020’s mission. “My teachers
were going insane,” she recalls. “At our
winter dance, it was announced to our whole
school and everyone was clapping and going
crazy. It was very humbling.”
Reality began setting in as the teens
participated in hands-on activities at the
University of Alberta and then got a chance
to talk about their mission with the media.
Sejutee is nearly vibrating as she says,
“Sometimes in the middle of the night, I’ll
just wake up and I’m like, ‘Oh, my god! My
experiment’s going into space!’”

“STEM CELL
RESEARCH,
NANOTUBES,
MUTATIONS OF
DNA FERMENTATION
IN SPACE,
DEVELOPMENT OF
SALAMANDER EGGS.
REALLY, A VERY
WIDE VARIETY OF
RESEARCH
DISCIPLINES.”

IN CASE
YOU WERE
WONDERING,
OMAR TAKES
HIS COFFEE
BLACK

SPACE FOOD
FOR THOUGHT

A)

Contrary to popular belief, there is
gravity in space, but its effects are minimal
on human-scale activities. The microgravity
environment of the near-Earth orbital zone,
in which the space station travels, makes it
an ideal location to understand how the >
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By DAVE ROBERTSON

T’S A HALF HOUR BEFORE DAWN WHEN RACHEL Notley
emerges from her hotel elevator, and I barely recognize her. She’s
wearing her running clothes and a battered pair of Asics Gel
running shoes. Despite having arrived in Calgary late the night
before, she has a schedule to keep and she’s eager to head out.
I’m here to talk to Notley about running, and we’re conducting
the interview, literally, on the run. I’m a little worried. I want to hit
all my questions, so I’ve written notes in Sharpie on the back of my
left hand. I want to make sure I catch her answers accurately, so I’m
clutching an audio recorder in my right. More than anything, I’m
nervous about keeping up with her.

TH E I M PORTA NC E OF H U M A N CON N ECTION.

albertaviews.ca

SPECIAL
APPEARANCE
FROM ORWELL
“THE CAT”
MOUALLEM
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CULTURALLY AWARE
SCREENING PROGRAMS,
COMPASSIONATE HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS AND
SUPPORTIVE LANGUAGE
ALL CONTRIBUTE TO
REDUCING STIGMA
AROUND CANCER. FROM
TALKING OPENLY ABOUT
DIAGNOSIS TO UNDERSTANDING PALLIATIVE
CARE, WE LOOK AT
SOME OF THE WAYS
PEOPLE AND PROGRAMS
ARE HELPING SHIFT
PERSPECTIVES AROUND
CANCER FOR THE BETTER.

Rachel
Beyer

Alberta Official Opposition leader and Edmonton-Strathcona MLA Rachel Notley, Edmonton, 2019.

— Jeff Goldstein
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TH E U N IQU E N EEDS OF CA LGA R I A NS W ITH YOU NG-ONSET DEM EN TI A BY

GRAVITY RULES IN THIS
SCHOOL PROGRAM
Of course, being smart isn’t the only
criterion to get an experiment onboard the
space station. Thanks to financial support
from Edmonton Community Foundation,
junior high students from Edmonton Public
Schools are participating for a second year
in NASA’s Student Spaceflight Experiments
Program (SSEP).
With help from their science or Career
and Technology Foundations teachers, these
enterprising (ahem) students will contribute
in scientific research conducted in a
laboratory moving at nearly eight kilometres
per second in the near-Earth orbit, while
helping fulfil the SSEP’s goal to promote
youth achievement in mathematics, science,
engineering and technology.
The student program was formed in 2010
as an initiative of the National Centre for
Earth and Space Science Education in the
United States, with support from the Arthur
C. Clarke Institute for Space Education,
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air
and Space Museum and the Center for
the Advancement of Science in Space. It
is a stunning opportunity for ambitious

Yellow Alberta Views Kathy Pham

SHE RUNS

USING MY BRAIN AGAIN
TE X T BY ASHLE Y NAUD // PHOTOS BY LE AH HENNEL

Maddy Keown, the hard-to-impress (but
nice) version of Nebula, who dreams of
becoming an artist or a chef; and Bradley
Vith, reminiscent of the robotics-minded
Rocket, who yearns for a future in e-sports.
The eldest, and possibly the leader of this
crew, is Sofia Sejutee, a Grade 9 student
from Highlands School, who has the vision
and intensity of Gamora plus the warmth of
Mantis.
Their mission? To test the effects of
microgravity on the reproduction and
growth size of brine shrimp — better
known, at least to generations of comic-book
readers, as sea monkeys.

To Swim with Wild Cats Funicular Senica Maltese

Abdullah’s dream was put on hold
when she and her family found themselves
in the midst of civil war for the second
time since she was born. The family fled
violence in Somalia when she was a toddler
and settled in Syria because of its highquality, public education and the work
opportunities available to her father,
a veterinarian.

DAVE D EGAG N E

hey form an unlikely alliance,
forged by destiny and tasked with
a critical mission: To launch tiny,
aquatic arthropods into space to
see if they could become part of the postapocalyptic food chain that could nourish
humanity on Earth and sustain the space
explorers venturing to Mars, the gas giants
and the infinite stars beyond.
Are they the Guardians of the Galaxy?
No, they’re just four junior high school

The Religious Woman Funicular Blair Hurley

A snag in the plan
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My Brother’s Girl FreeFall Joel Fishbane
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of this World
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Global Stitches empowers refugee women with
advanced sewing skills and business acumen

With a mirror ball spinning in semi-darkness above a full-scale linoleum dance �oor, the room’s
miniature art is placed o� toward the back wall on plinths that give the place a 1970s’ stereo

Csotonyi’s métier is dinosaurs of various periods – Cretaceous through Jurassic. As a scienti�c
illustrator and natural history artist, Csotonyi recreates lost worlds in vivid detail.

I FEEL MR. MCCARTHY’S EYES ON
me as I write through the quadratic
equation. I was late. I’m using a
highlighter to do math.
“Time’s up, bring ’em here.”
As I hand him my test, he asks me to
stick around for a minute. I nod, wait
for everyone else to filter out into the
hallway while the bell rings.
McCarthy shuffles the test papers in
his hands. He’s a human sweater vest
with a fluffy beard and decades-deep eye
bags. “You haven’t been around lately.
Are you alright?”
My face reflects off his oblong glasses.
I wonder how many faces have reflected

that the program was created after a number
of clients expressed an interest in developing
sewing skills to earn income.
“In many of the refugee camps — like those
in Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon — it’s common
practice to teach women to sew, so they can
learn new skills and generate income,” says
Mustafa. It made
sense to do
“WE HAD WOMEN ASKING
something
TO LEARN SKILLS AND WOMEN
similar in
Edmonton,
WHO HAD THE SKILLS AND
where refugee
COULD TEACH THE SKILLS.”
women also face
barriers to
— Rola Mustafa
Mending dropped threads
financial
Launched in the summer of 2018, Global independence
Stitches has been teaching refugee women in and full participation in the community.
Like newcomers, refugee women can’t
Edmonton how to sew and embroider clothing
and other textiles — skills they can use to earn work without strong English-language skills,
income for their families. The program also which can take time to acquire. And in some
cultural communities, refugee women face
offers entrepreneurial training to give
social barriers, including the expectation that
participants the knowledge they need to
launch a sewing business and provides each they stay home to care for children. Some
women also care for in-laws and parents. “A
graduate with a sewing machine and other
traditional job wouldn’t fit them,” says Mustafa.
tools to get started.
By a stroke of luck, IFSSA also had clients
The program is an initiative of the
Islamic Family and Social Services Association with advanced sewing skills, including two
(IFSSA), which offers spiritually and culturally women who ran a clothing factory in Syria,
where they trained other women to work
appropriate social services to Edmonton’s
for them. It was an ideal situation. “We had
Muslim communities — but supports all
refugee families regardless of their countries women asking to learn skills and women
who had the skills and could teach the skills,”
of origin. Rola Mustafa, an IFSSA refugee
support manager of Global Stitches, explains Mustafa explains. >

June 13, 2020 6:00 PM
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Gymnastics filling Station WRITER Lisa Gregoire FICTION EDITOR Tasnuva
Hayden

This time, the family fled to Canada as
Abdullah’s mother had a friend in Edmonton.
They arrived in 2015 and, once again, began
building a new life in a very different place.
At first, Abdullah focused on improving her
English and found a retail job at Sears. Then,
she completed a program to become a
healthcare aide. Although she liked the work
and the income, “it wasn’t my dream,” she says.
Last year, she learned about a program
that could help her finally make her dream
a reality and eagerly signed up for one of the
20 spots available.

LIF E IN BLACK

troubled times.

The nail polish goes up
my bulky jacket sleeve.
I bend over and slip the
rest into my boot.
When I get home my mom’s watching
her shows. Her makeup’s still on,
cracking foundation, purple eyeshadow
and wine-blushed cheeks.
We both look at the screen when we
talk. She asks me if I ate. A man in a suit
chases the crying female lead down the
street in the night. I say yes. The dining
table is covered in plastic shopping bags
stuffed with As Seen on TV garbage. A
purse organizer, bra enhancers, a corner
cutting board, plastic knives in crayon
colours. They all promise to make life a
little more sufferable.
I dig through my dresser until I find
the jar. I add today’s take to the cache
and tuck it away. Have to restock soon;
Valentines is coming up. Odds and ends
from the drugstore, easiest to grab and

move; lipsticks for a dollar, people eat
them up. The average woman consumes
a pound of carnauba wax, lanolin and
red-pink-purple pigment annually. My
phone buzzes.
8:17: u still have refined ruby and
unending kiss? I wanmt to see ur stock.
I text them back, when and where?
In 10 minutes I’m out the door again,
my backpack shaking with colour. The
streets are dimmed by snow flurries and
a new moon.
8:52: Where r u>
8:53: Where you wanted me to be.
Grey sweater.
8:57: Sry i thought u were a girl. Be
rite out

Rebirth filling Station WRITER Salma Hussain FICTION EDITOR Tasnuva Hayden

melanistic

Curtis Talwst Santiago - Galleries West

this!”
Megan squeals.
Shelby quips, “Is it supposed to be that
red?” They turn the corner in matching
outfits, athletic leggings and coordinated
sweaters: pink, teal, yellow. Jennifer
shoves her phone into her bra when she
spots me. “Oh, Tran!”
Jennifer asks me if I brought the stuff.
I tell her to stop being so fucking weird.
She pouts while I pull the makeup bag
out of my backpack. Fat tubes clatter
against each other in the ziplock,
lipsticks and glosses and liners. I grab
three: Velvet Bordeaux, Rich Girl Red
and Baby’s All Right.
Jennifer takes Velvet Bordeaux out of
my hands, then starts digging through
the bag. Megan claims the red and pairs
it with a fuchsia that doesn’t match her
undertones. Shelby commits to three
pinks as dull as her personality. When
they pay, they’re short three dollars and
they stare at Megan digging through
her purse. I should tell them their
foundation sits on their skin wrong.
They look too old to be seventeen.
On the way home I press through

a coterie of Asian grandmothers and
working women on the train platform.
Someone’s sleeping on a bench inside. I
tug off the newspaper covering his face.
Bloated red cheeks and a reek like the
garbage dump my father drove me to
when I was six years old.

A mother, her husband and two
aides walk into a bathroom…
45
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SUMMIT

THE ALBERTA TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION

THE EVOLUTION OF
PALLIATIVE CARE

Without looking at me, my brother said—and it might have
been Canada itself speaking—“Here’s your stick.”

BOULDERFIELD SPIDER
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“That’s the one I use. It helps
capture the entire experience.

T
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YOU-KNOW-WHAT

KOZLESKI
SALBERG

The
virtual and
very real rise of
Mike McCready
and the
Lethbridge
College START
INITIATIVE
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A Mother, Her Husband and Two Aides Walk into a
Bathroom … Edify Rachel Beyer
All-time High Canadian Rockies Annual Taylor Odynski

By KATHY

HREE SENIORS today:
Jennifer Chen, Megan
Levitt and Shelby Roe.
I hear Jennifer before
she rounds the corner.
“And then he sent me
this!”
Megan squeals.
Shelby quips, “Is it supposed to be that
The nail polish goes up
red?” They turn the corner in matching
my bulky jacket sleeve.
outfits, athletic leggings and coordinated
sweaters: pink, teal, yellow. Jennifer
I bend over and slip the
shoves her phone into her bra when she
rest into my boot.
spots me. “Oh, Tran!”
Jennifer asks me if I brought the stuff.
I tell her to stop being so fucking weird.
She pouts while I pull the makeup bag
out of my backpack. Fat tubes clatter
against each other in the ziplock,
lipsticks and glosses and liners. I grab
three: Velvet Bordeaux, Rich Girl Red
and Baby’s All Right.
Jennifer takes Velvet Bordeaux out of
my hands, then starts digging through
the bag. Megan claims the red and pairs
it with a fuchsia that doesn’t match her
purse organizer, bra enhancers, a corner
undertones. Shelby commits to three
cutting board, plastic knives in crayon
78 E Dif y. 1 1 . 20colours. They all promise to make life a
pinks as dull as her personality. When
they pay, they’re short three dollars and
little more sufferable.
they stare at Megan digging through
I dig through my dresser until I find
her purse. I should tell them their
the jar. I add today’s take to the cache
foundation sits on their skin wrong.
and tuck it away. Have to restock soon;
They look too old to be seventeen.
Valentines is coming up. Odds and ends
On the way home I press through
from the drugstore, easiest to grab and

This was the only coming-of-age ritual
I was ever going to have, and I was
having it before I even went to school.

A P R I L 2020

I T WA S A S U M M E R T O R E M E M B E R .
You know the one. The one with the 4,000-mile-long
Saharan dust storm that barreled at us from across
the Atlantic. It was supposed to arrive by the long
weekend and create the most intense sunsets. She
was the kind of person who wanted to witness the
arrival of something like that.
We woke up one morning and she told me she’d
like to see a Saharan dust cloud sunset in person.
Where would we go, I say?
Miami, maybe Houston. I knew that she felt
that one day we would all look back on this thing
happening to us as a gift, not a punishment. All this
time together, she’d say, trailing off over a cup of
PHAM Illustrations by BYRON EGGENSCHWILER
coffee. The Saharan dust cloud only comes once
every hundred years! Cute, I’d say. Sure, she’d say.
a coterie of Asian grandmothers and
move; lipsticks for a dollar,
people eat
We made it as far as Estevan, Saskatchewan. It’s
working women on the train platform.
them up. The average woman
consumes
about as
far south as they’d let you go, because of
Someone’s sleeping on a bench inside. I
a pound of carnauba wax,
lanolin and
you-know-what,
and you could drive further east
tug off the newspaper covering his face.
red-pink-purple pigmentif you
annually.
Mybut we didn’t. Maybe we were
wanted to,
tired or maybe we were playing chicken with each
Bloated red cheeks and a reek like the
phone buzzes.
other toruby
see how
garbage dump my father drove me to
8:17: u still have refined
andfar we could get away from the
bubble that was home before we started missing the
when I was six years old.
unending kiss? I wanmt to
see ur stock.
bubble. There would be no dust cloud sunset for us that year.
A VERY SHORT STORY
I text themIt back,
when and where?
made it as far as the Gulf Coast. Houston might have worked,
In 10 minutesbutI’m
the
door
again,
we out
had to
settle
for an
Estevan sunset. It was pretty good.
my backpack The
shaking
air waswith
warmcolour.
as a hugThe
on a summer night and there was
soft serve
cream.
We made
streets are dimmed
by ice
snow
flurries
anda new bubble out of hotel linens
BY JASON LEE NORM AN
a new moon. and, when the inevitable summer storm rolled in, I tried and
→ Jason Lee Norman was a member
8:52: Wherefailed
r u>to count all the lightning bolts I saw. She slept through
of the Top 40 Under 40 class of 2018
the whole thing.
8:53: Where The
youthing
wanted
me to be.
about dust is that it gets into everything. It irritates
Grey sweater. your nose and throat, and eventually your lungs, making it
When I get home my mom’s watching
8:57: Sry i thought
u wereThe
a girl.
harder to breathe.
WorldBe
Health Organization has a report
on dust. It’s called Dust and it’s 96 pages long. Not only does
her shows. Her makeup’s still on,
rite out
dust get into everything, it is everything. Everything makes dust.
cracking foundation, purple eyeshadow
There
is dust from EYES
spores or
minerals and even volcanic ash,
CCARTHY’S
ON
and wine-blushed cheeks.
I FEEL MR. M
and, of course, dust storms. You can’t escape it.
me as I write On
through
the quadratic
We both look at the screen when we
the drive home we played a game we sometimes play on
equation. I trips
was called
late.More.
I’mWeusing
a at something and if we liked
talk. She asks me if I ate. A man in a suit
would point
highlighter toitdo
chases the crying female lead down the
wemath.
would say “more.” We didn’t point at things we didn’t like
and say’e“no
more,”
“Time’s up, bring
m here.
” only the things we liked. I don’t remember
street in the night. I say yes. The dining
everything
we
pointed
at
butto
it’s good to remember that we did
As I hand him my test, he asks me
table is covered in plastic shopping bags
pointaatminute.
things. We
stick around for
I said
nod,more
waitin the nicest way we could. It felt
stuffed with As Seen on TV garbage. A
like being decent. It felt like saying Please. ED.

People who are alright never get asked,
“Are you alright?”

CANCER JOURNEY

I

2 0 2 0 S H O R T S TO RY C O N T E S T W I N N E R

Yellow

If you’re reaching for a
metaphor when talking about
cancer, ask someone who has
experienced it what works for
them. Here are some possible
alternatives (with commentary
from Matthew Miller).
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Stitching a New Future Legacy in Action Caitlin Crawshaw

SNOW FLEA

Curious about other flora and fauna sharing your summit?
Consult Ben Gadd’s Handbook of the Canadian Rockies for more information.

FINDING
THE WORDS

FIRST SKATED IN 1969 ON A FROZEN
shirts and heavy jewellery to his scale-flecked toque Journeys can suck, and it
slough at the mouth of the Fraser River,
and flapping rubber gumboots. Nonetheless, he was, doesn’t cover that up.”
so far west of our nation’s capital that you
like most young men of his era, conservative; he had MARATHON
could taste the brine of the Pacific on your
one foot firmly in the gentlemen’s-only side of the “I like that it ties into just
tongue and hear Tokyo accents on the
local tavern, the other tentatively in the free-love how difficult and long [cancer
treatment] is, but also about
breeze. The ice had that 1950s black-and-white,
house parties of the swinging ’60s.
how you have to maintain
grainy television look—the shadows under my
Thirdly, the terror was winter. We didn’t get as the course and move forward
blades were killer whales poised to break through
much of it as the rest of Canada, and so when it came, one step at a time.”
and gnash an ice-floe-napping seal to shreds. Oh,
it came with the fully regal fury of the white witch
DANCING WITH
learning to skate wasn’t just a sweet and happy
to Narnia. This night, however, it had come without YOUR DISEASE
experience; it possessed some of the terror of a
snow. The landscape glittered white with frost and “A friend of my mom’s who
religious experience undergone by a Christian who
moonlight from a porthole-sized full moon (the has cancer talks about it this
genuinely believes in the Old Testament god.
reason we could skate after dark), but the ice on the way. She also describes [her
illness] as a cloud or a storm
First of all, there was the isolation. The slough
slough itself shone no brighter than isinglass.
in the distance. It’s always
intersected a small silt island reached by driving out
I sat on a crispy bank and gazed as far as I could there, but it’s not necessarily
of town for 10 minutes along a winding, unlit dike
into the night. Overhanging oak branches all along raining right now.”
road, crossing a wooden suspension bridge, driving
the near bank; only a skiff of stars low over the far
another five minutes past dark-rutted potato fields
bank. Something flitted through the moonlight like
and barns like the hulking shoulders of headless
a flipped hockey card. And again. Something black,
giants, until finally reaching the entrance to a bird
the size of a gloved fist. My brother, taking no notice
treatment process. In this context,
cancercreature,
research. began to lace my skates.
Society
you to “Be a Cancer
sanctuary donated decades before
by invites
a rum-running
of the hunting
reducing the disease to a simple, con“The
theyfrom
chosea that
market-scullery.
Fighter” by hosting
millionaire to the federal government
way offa fundraising
in
They were like
thefact
irons
Victorian
querable foe is misleading. “Not all
ing strategy was not by accident,”
event.long,
Survivors,
friends
the east. Here, the slough was
narrow
and and family
cancers are curable by the time they
Isenberg-Grzeda says. “People are
participate in the annual Enbridge
alarmingly secluded.
are diagnosed,” says Isenberg-Grzeda.
happy to rally around this enemy.”
“Rideinvolved
to Conquer
Cancer,” a cycling
The second part of the terror
authority.
The battle metaphor becomes more “The most important inaccuracy [of
event
the Alberta CanMy brother—23 years old
tothat
mybenefits
5—wasn’t
the battle metaphor] is that people
problematic when it’s removed from
particularly threatening, butcer
heFoundation.
smelled like
beer
(The
Foundation
(which he drank copiouslynotes
fromthatstubby
brownevent is an
are left thinking that cancer is ‘beatthe realm of fundraising and applied
the franchise
bottles), Old Spice (which he
wore to
liberally,
and
able’ when often it’s not.”
to the individual experience. Like
exception
its brand
guidelines,
which emanated off a wickerand
ballitdangling
from
his militaWhen he tightened
the laces, I almost
gasped.
So, what should a supportive
Miller, Isenberg-Grzeda
says battle
works hard
to avoid
Mustang’s rear-view mirror) ristic
and animals
he on more
“They have
to be good
and tight,
bud,” he said.
friend or family member do? How
metaphors
are inherently
judgmental,
language(which
and focus
hunted and trapped when hepositive,
wasn’t salmon
fishing
own winning
feet.” or losing, triumph
do you know if your words are supimplying
collaborative
words “Just
such like your
or driving a tractor on the potato
fields cancer.”)
for a living—
Because orI surrender.
was a contemplative
child,leg-fated portive
to
or harmful? Isenberg-Grzeda
“It’s a pretty awful
as “facing
Isenberg-Grzeda
my hand, in fact, rested on aadds
tanned
muskrat
hide Richard
become that
says the best rule of thumb is to
acyloneliest
to attachof
to citizens—an
somebody whointellectual—I
died
that U.S.
President
on the console between the car’s
front
bucket
seats). “warwondered
how cancer,”
exactlyhemy
follow the patient’s lead: “Don’t use
from
says.feet were tight. They
Nixon
officially
declared
on
Somehow, in a way I couldn’t
possibly
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Why She Runs Alberta Views WRITER Dave Robertson

HAWKSBEARD

L

ike many aspects of the cancer experience, the concept of
palliative care may be unsettling. After all, there is a strong
assumption it is associated with end of life. But this is inaccurate.
The truth is, palliative care is much broader and includes
services such as pain and symptom management that can
improve quality of life and, in some cases, actually extend lives.
Fortunately, people’s perception of palliative care is changing, says
Reanne Booker, a nurse practitioner at the Tom Baker Cancer Centre.
Booker is also a PhD student in nursing with the faculty of human
and social development at the University of Victoria, and a casual employee at Palliative and End-of-Life Care Services at Foothills Medical
Centre in Calgary. Her thesis is exploring perceptions of palliative care
and the benefits of early integration.
Booker tells us why the evolution of palliative care will make a
positive difference for individuals living with life-limiting conditions,
and shares her current research involving early integration of
palliative care specifically for people living with blood cancers. >
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for everyone else to filter out into the
hallway while the bell rings.
McCarthy shuffles the test papers in
his hands. He’s a human sweater vest
with a fluffy beard and decades-deep eye
bags. “You haven’t been around lately.
Are you alright?”
My face reflects off his oblong glasses.
I wonder how many faces have reflected

DECEMBER 2020

albertaviews.ca

ILLUSTRATION BY PETE RYAN
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By KATHY PHAM Illustrations by BYRON EGGENSCHWILER

HREE SENIORS today:
Jennifer Chen, Megan
Levitt and Shelby Roe.
I hear Jennifer before
she rounds the corner.
“And then he sent me

STAge

Age of Extinction - Galleries West

Age of Extinction

T

hat winter the sinews of reality went brittle, then snapped.

My wife had disappeared months earlier, a torrential week in May;
I did not know the reason. She had been happy, had laughed often and
carelessly, with her whole body. At unexpected moments, she had drawn
her face to mine and kissed me. In the dark, her skin hummed beneath my
fingers. When she yawned, her face stretched like a cat’s.
The weeks passed. Over Christmas, it did not snow. When January
arrived—cold, whip bright, lashing—she did not return. A new year, a
new decade. I had thought by then, had hoped. For an explanation at least.
I avoided family gatherings and phone calls. Kept the house clean,
moving furniture to dust crevices I would otherwise ignore. I waited
for her. Made small offerings: a carton of rice milk left untouched in the
fridge, the can of lentil soup she’d left out for lunch, enshrined on the
counter.
The first snow arrived in a shock of white and with it a new certainty:
I would not see my wife again. The windows in our room had fogged. The
house breathed: damp laundry left over the radiator. I crawled from the
bed we’d once shared. No part of me wanted to stand, so I continued to
crawl, up the stairs to the third floor and into the bathroom, to the clawed
bathtub she’d loved so much. I hauled myself onto toilet lid, turned the

FEATURE WRITING: SHORT

Dancing in the Rain Funicular Coryn Urquhart

People who are alright never get asked,
“Are you alright?”

senica maltese
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Calgarians Share the Stories Behind Their Locally Made Face Masks | Avenue Calgary
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Calgarians Share the Stories Behind Their Locally Made Face Masks
Photography by Jared Sych; Words as told to Colin Gallant
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Many of them made their own face masks, but there are also some masks by local designers in the mix.














If you’re going to wear a non-medical face mask as a preventative measure during the global pandemic, you might as well wear one you like. Recently, Avenue‘s
staff photographer set out to capture some Calgarians wearing locally made masks and we asked them to share some thoughts on them. Their answers are below.

Photographs by Jared Sych.

Carl Abad, stylist and jewellery designer: “My mask was made by my mom, Stella Abad [pictured below]. During this pandemic my parents are staying with me, and

BY OMAR MOUALLEM + PHOTOGRAPHY COOPER & O’HARA

I decided to get my mom to start making masks to keep her busy. We gathered all the cotton fabric we could nd in the house and off my mom went! My mask is
made from some traditional Filipino batik fabric that my parents bought back for me from the Philippines years ago.”

BY | PA R D I A N E B O LT P H O T O G R A P H Y BY | PA R S T E V E C O L L I N S
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(Top) Anti-racism rally participants confront counter-protester Patrick King, a Wexit organizer who revved his motorcycle to disrupt the gathering;
(Bottom) Near the end of the event, a counter-protester reaches out to shake hands with Dax Williams, owner of a martial arts academy in Red Deer.
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PHOTOGRAPH: LANDSCAPE, STILL LIFE AND ARCHITECTURE
These resources are now available
through the ATA library.
The ATA library has great resources for teachers in print and online.
Library staff are happy to mail out whatever you need to wherever you are,
and we prepay the return postage for you. Drop us a line at library@ata.ab.ca
and let us know how we can help you with your teaching this year.

4. L’instinct de volonté : comment
renforcer votre persévérance et mettre
fin à la procrastination pour atteindre
enfin tous vos objectifs

1. Learning in the Making: How to
Plan, Execute, and Assess Powerful
Makerspace Lessons

3. Digging Deeper: Making
Number Talks Matter Even More
(Grades 3–10)

A book for teachers that emphasizes the pedagogy rather than the
technology in makerspaces. Readers
will learn how to develop and assess
powerful learning for their students.

Authors Ruth Parker and Cathy
Humphreys tie the strategies in
this book directly to the online
videos of their classroom practice.

À l’ère des revendications mémorielles
de toutes sortes qui investissent le
débat public, l’auteur, professeur de
science politique à l’université Rennes 1,
s’interroge sur l’usage « inflationniste »
du terme de génocide. Il plaide pour
une définition rigoureuse des pratiques
génocidaires et met en garde contre
les captations politiques qui menacent
aujourd’hui de brouiller leur
compréhension.

Picking up from her previous exploration
of reading and the brain in Proust and the
Squid, Maryanne Wolf discusses what is
now happening to the brain as it adapts to
reading digital media.

8. Design Thinking: A Guide to Creative
Problem Solving for Everyone
Design thinking is the crux of makerspaces.
This small book demonstrates how design
thinking can be used to solve a host of
problems in all sorts of industries.

An essential read for teachers who want to
create a better future for all their students,
both Indigenous and settlers.

6

7
8

Information
provided by
ATA librarian
Sandra
Anderson.
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Your colleagues recommend
Teachers suggested
these reads via Facebook.

Jennifer Albrecht

Andrew Bullen

Kelly Johnston

Anna Nowakowski Hayes

Irene Deatcher

How To: Absurd Scientific
Advice for Common RealWorld Problems by Randall
Munroe. I like the sense of
humour and rigour of it all.

Chad Durling

From The Ashes by Jesse
Thistle. This is an excellent
pick. The selection is Canadian, timely, educational
and a page turner.

The Reason You Walk
by Wab Kinew. The story
is beautifully written
and mesmerizing from
beginning to end.

The Coddling of the American
Mind by Greg Lukianoff and
Jonathan Haidt. Nonfiction about
how our intent to protect today’s
children may be backfiring.

The Overstory by Richard Powers.
A wonderful book about trees
told through stories about people.
I’ve never read a book like it.
Absolutely wonderful.

You Look Like a Thing and I Love You: How Artificial Intelligence Works
and Why It’s Making the World a Weirder Place by Janelle Shane.
Shane has taken what is (to me) a complex idea and made it very
understandable and humorous. The main title came from an experiment
whereby she trained artificial intelligence to generate pickup lines.

THE ALBERTA TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION

DECOR
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7. Reader, Come Home: The Reading
Brain in a Digital World

6. Practicing Presence: Simple
Self-Care Strategies for Teachers
This book offers insights into handling the stresses of work and home
for teachers while taking time to
appreciate the small things and be
present in every moment.

Cette capacité à contrôler notre attention,
nos émotions ou nos comportements
qu’est la volonté peut transformer notre
vie. Elle peut améliorer notamment notre
santé et notre bienêtre, nos relations,
notre succès professionnel... Ce livre
propose un programme complet pour
identifier vos objectifs, renforcer votre
maitrise de vous-même et commencer
à transformer votre vie.

2. Génocides : usages et mésusages
d’un concept

C L E A R
V I S I O N

Lousana

Mikwan
Lake
Goosequill
Hummock Lake
Lake

Rob Tanner Tanner Young Publishing

5. Knowing the Past, Facing the Future:
Indigenous Education in Canada
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reat design can be a study in
juxtaposition and this family
home by The Marc Boutin
Architectural Collaborative is certainly a testament
to that idea. “We knew the
project would involve two very conflicting values. While the couple insisted on absolute privacy, at the same time they wanted lots of light
and to access the views,” says Boutin. “The
inherent gift of the site allowed us to address
both concerns to create such a sanctuary.”
The lot features a hill that slopes approximately 10 feet across its depth. Boutin
embedded the main floor of the house into
the hillside. This left the upstairs visible to the
neighborhood and created a space that could
be completely open with windows at the back
of the lot while at the same time maintaining a
very high level of privacy.
In addition, the homeowners stipulated
absolutely no stucco, wasted space, or extraneous details. They were sure the home had to
have not only a dedicated place for their pet
tortoises, but that it should be a focal point of
the whole home — an indoor green space for
their beloved pets that not only functioned as
an enclosure, but that also looked great.
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Rob Tanner’s outstanding contributions advocating for
Alberta magazines spans his nearly 30-year publishing
career. As president and group publisher of Tanner Young
Publishing, Rob has overseen the development and growth
of long-running titles WHERE Edmonton Magazine, Info
Edmonton City Guide, Alberta Meeting and Event Guide,
and Canadian Cowboy Country. Rob was an early AMPA
member, and over the years has served in a variety of
roles and positions for the association as a long-standing
director, as president from 2005 to 2009, and on numerous
committees and task forces. His approach to his duties
on the board is built on inclusion, seeking out different
perspectives, and fostering positive and thoughtful
discussion.
Since its formation in 2013, Rob has provided important
behind-the-scenes service to the industry through his
leadership of the Extended Producer Responsibility task
force. A complex file that is not for the faint of heart, Rob
has remained engaged through years of meetings with a
variety of Ministers of Culture and Environment in his efforts
to lobby for effective recycling programs to divert landfill
waste while supporting and protecting the resiliency of the
magazine sector.
Rob also serves as the magazine sector’s representative
at the Alberta Cultural Industries Association (ACIA) where
he has held numerous board positions including chair,
vice chair and secretary since its inception in 2000. His
ACIA colleagues say his stewardship of the fund – which
dispersed loan guarantees and micro loans to businesses
in the four cultural industries – was well considered and fair.
“As a businessman, Rob was always willing to put himself in
the place of the applicant, regardless of industry, to get a
sense of their needs,” says former ACIA director Faye Boer.

Rob’s volunteer efforts exemplify what it means to give
back. He takes a wholistic view of the publishing industry,
advocating on behalf of both AMPA members and the wider
sector. He has been an effective and impactful champion
of the Alberta magazine sector to governments, cultural
organizations and our colleagues in the cultural industries.
He has long been an effective and respected bridge builder
and advocate for our sector, with an undeniable talent for
telling our story and advocating our value as an essential
cultural industry, highlighting our economic and culturebuilding contributions and the value we bring to Alberta and
Canada.
A respected leader and mentor, Rob is known to be
generous with his time and expertise in fostering talent,
multiplying his contributions to the industry and helping to
advance many careers right across our industry, showing a
dedication to the process of making magazines that extends
beyond his own business interests.

THE 2021 ALBERTA MAGAZINE AWARDS
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a bloodless liminal amber filling Station Leslie Joy Ahenda
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An Apology

after Will Alexander’s “Above the Human Nerve Domain”

I need to apologize.
My writing hasn’t changed this world.
I thought I could spit enough stanzas
that it would fill up dead lakes.
Pouring over old work,
would push the poison out of our oceans.
I purposely picked fights with every whiteman I know.
But as unsettled as they were by our conversation,
they never abandoned their homesteads.
I dropped F-Bomb after F-bomb,
hoping to rattle foundations and topple entire buildings.
But still there is no room for our tipis, longhouses and totems.
I attempted to create rich imagery
to counter the ravenous logging industry.
Create a safe space for lost coyotes and slumbering bears,
but I’m still too poor to buy any kind of justice or groceries.
My metaphors weren’t deep enough to hold pemican through the long winters.
None of my lines are nearly long enough for the buffalo to run free again.
And despite covering page after page with bright blue ink,
it wasn’t nearly blue enough to remind our children of the sky they left at home.
So they are left in the dark,
without answers, without resources, without options.
So I have to use this cutting humour
to bring them down from rafters.
I cannot force any of these similes into smiles.
I mounted many horses and arguments,
slung plenty of arrows and insults,
but none of my verses managed to fight off indifference.
I’m sorry I couldn’t be the saviour we all need;
I’m sorry my poems weren’t good enough.
All sound and fury.
And I’m sorry for that.

to undiscover microbial synclines
avalanche the next embankment
to collect the merciless subductions
wear groundwater as epidermis
as the treasonous westgoings
the ensickened grime of majesty
misinterprets in gold my undesired
calloused inside felsic orations
I am learning how to swim
next
the mylonite faults
I carry islands on my back
in topsweet animosity
in a mockup of subjugation
fellowing my newly barbaric
to the teething of another nile
this alluvium was never meant to last
nucleation impels its pieces
into viscous dissipating
like forgeries of a future undeath
I am new to this poroelasticity
so what concerns me
is bedded rock without a politic
a frail & forgetful petrography
the ongoing discontinuity of sunstone

BROKEN UP
EMILY RIDDLE

Split ends with split ends
Open the cupboard and take out the no-name coconut oil
Pry the fridge door open to check how far gone the eggs are
You have changed from the type of person who throws out food on the
exact expiry date
To one who inspects it, assumes it’s probably okay, if not green, runny,
smelly
I am bisexual and I am not sure I want to do this
Mix both and place in hair, trying not to get raw egg all over your face
Wrap hair in one of those plastic grocery bags you felt guilty for taking
You have so many tote bags in your front closet awaiting use
Sit down and turn on some mindless Netflix show
You miss the days of renting a movie and committing to the cause
Swipe left on every single polyamorous person on Vancouver tinder
Some nehiyawak have truly majestic hair, but majestic is a high bar for
anyone now
So it’s hard not to believe your damaged ends are some sort of moral
failing
The egg in is apparently reducing protein loss
There is debate on whether or not the coconut oil particles are small
enough to permeate your hair

until this sculpted re-eroding cracks
I do not want to coalesce anymore
nonvolcanic tremors fall inadequate

An Apology The Polyglot Daniel Poitras

CONTAIN
YOURSELF

Broken Up Funicular Emily Riddle

THEY HAVE ACHIEVED THE PINNACLE OF ROCKIES KNOWLEDGE.
MASTER INTERPRETERS ARE INTEGRAL MEMBERS OF THE
INTERPRETIVE GUIDES ASSOCIATION, NOMINATED BY THEIR
PEERS TO RECEIVE THE HIGHEST ACCREDITATION FOR

A

KNOWLEDGE SHARING. THE CANADIAN ROCKIES ANNUAL PUT

long with solving the ultimate question to life, the universe, and everything in his
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy book series (the answer is 42, of course), the late
Douglas Adams asks readers to ponder another existential question: “Isn’t it enough
to see that a garden is beautiful without having to believe that there are fairies at the
bottom of it, too?”
Heck yes! Who needs magic, when cultivating a container garden in Calgary — whether for
tasty veggies or pretty flowers or some combination of both — is so easy? That’s right, I said easy.
Toss aside everything you’ve been told about the futility of our climate zone 4A growing (a fairly
recent bump up from our previous 3B designation), and stay with me on this.
Container gardening is defined as, well, gardening in a container. While ceramic, clay, metal
and plastic pots are most common, just about anything from an old bucket to an abandoned bathtub will do. As long it’s filled with soil and sports a drainage hole in the bottom, your circa-2013
Nike Air Foamposite sneaker qualifies as a garden container (certainly, there is no better use for
that shoe). Either way, corralling your garden in pots is no longer perceived as a consolation prize
for folks without yards; rather, container gardening and related products occupy an increasingly
large territory in gardening centres as an elegant, practical and bountiful answer to maximizing
both food production and ornamental drama on any scale.

by Portia Priegert
December 14, 2020 5:00 PM

Emmett Till (1941-1955): A Beginner’s ABC FreeFall
George Elliott Clarke

by Lynn Martel

Growing flowers and vegetables in containers is as old as dirt,
still, there are fresh ways to go about it. From how to be bolder
and plant smarter, to the wonders of worm poop, here’s how
to get growing (in pots) this season.

Art Books 2020

Our fourth annual roundup highlights bright spots in a tough year for Canadian publishing.

The COVID-19 pandemic threw the book at Canadian publishing this year as temporary closures
of retail outlets, including bookstores, challenged traditional sales models.
While the sector got creative with home delivery, curbside pickup and various sales incentives,
some bookstores were shuttered permanently. And while business did pick up again in the lull
after the pandemic’s �rst wave, the fast-cresting second wave is creating more uncertainty.
Canadian art books, which are costly to produce and generally yield slim pro�ts within

THREE SUCH INTERPRETERS TO THE TEST WITH QUESTIONS
CROWD-SOURCED FROM OUR READERS.

Though it’s best to remain at home during this
pandemic, there remain many interesting things
to see and experience around Alberta once it’s
safe to do so. And even after international travel
restrictions are lifted, why not get to know your
own province better?

33

their relatively small niche market, also felt pressure from the closure of shops in galleries, an
important sales venue.

AvenueCalgary.com
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158

https://www.gallerieswest.ca/magazine/books/art-books-2020/
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PIETÀ

KARRIE AUGER

Emmett Till (1941-1955): A Beginner’s ABC

BY JOHN BARTON

nehiyaw mîcimâpôy

H = Homicide, the decisive and grimy Crime! indian stew
But that “Mississippi peach” had felt her ego bruise
due to Till’s brazenly pihtikwe
unsubmissive purchase
of pink bubble gum and
sobs black
release licorice,
fall into
his clunking of coins into
her clerk’s till,
soft shoulders
his too casual, even dismissive,
i am
iskwewsis
“See ya!”

A = Acid, corrosive—like a steaming iron battering a face.
B = Blasé, the unflinching, bleach-blanched jurors,
declaring assassins equivalent to saints.
C = Clarity—in deep-sixing the corpse, despite clownish confusion
bout how best to weight it down.

with us, ever calmer inside the changing frames
we hope changing walls will tender us, Hartley
two years shy of Pearl Harbour and the winter
before he died, borrowing a tiny studio I sublet
next to mine, to sleep and paint in when desire
lured him to a flamboyant New York of mislaid
youth (and a prostrate imagination) from Maine

gamy moose sizzles
deadsoftening
ado’s sautéed onion

I = Incorrigible—those sick pix of the
swelled-up, hellish, blowfish-type face—
strong hands
his Frankenstein-monster,
weave bust-open-watermelon face—
whisper
the preface to Baquiat’s
exploded, Baconian Negro heads;
my girl
incorrigible also be those
draconian mirrors
into tangled long brown hair
where Till nods, grins, at me,
nipiy
carrot coin suns
winks, “I be yo destiny—
celery moons
G.E.C.—
api
patchwork quilt
in a white cop’s bull’s-eye.”

E = Etiquette flouted:
Why’d the black boy dare brook
lookin bold-face at the chalk-face cashier,
then cakewalk out the store’s door,
as if swaggering, niggerish—
with sugary bubble gum and licorice?

grey landscapes it snowed into his pensive eyes
dissonance on Madison Avenue horning by him
a soundscape he’d abstract, make silent, canvas a
window with the shades drawn, palette turned
private, dark and light a cipher to puzzling grief
and joy, his paintings time capsules, and I loved
what our apartness and fellow feeling echoed

leftover pieces
smell of relative

J = “Just sayin”: Yep,rests
it be
likeshoulders
Germ Warfare
on my
to digest such details,
peeled potato pieces
such Disgust.
moccasin feet

F = Fisherman, whose dragnet hooked Till;
i.e., dickered with, picked up,
his crooked and pickled cadaver,
out a liquid, tricklin grave.

when drunk nomadic talk reconnoitred the last
war, his war, and the German officer he had lost
the picture plane his mourning sized to more
than human scale not of a bloodied, unwashed
body aloof as Carrara marble betraying likeness
and a love, but in black distemper, a whitewash

shuffling

and pots
K = Ku Klux Klan (ofspoons
course),
them white sheets
clanging
swishin neath the judge’s Gestapo-black robes,
songs
them white dunce-caps
of the S.S.-hissin jurors,
a nehiyaw kitchen
them white, newsreel oflights
of the circus
flour to thicken
Big Top struck invisible
a single bay leaf
black pepper
in the risible, kangaroo courtroom.

G = Gun-point: Levelled at Till,
so he’d not tussle,
as he got muscled outta bed, hustled away,
to be taught Southern Chivalry by pistol-whip and grown men’s fists.

mîciso
i cry a little harder

8

nehiyaw mîcimâpôy | indian stew The Polyglot
Karrie Auger

after George Platt Lynes’ Marsden Hartley,
vintage silver print,1943
cold casts shade from us, penumbras immenser
than we are, doubling us against the blankness
of any wall we turn to locate behind us, our cast
off doubles as they grow coupling us, coupling

red-eyed snotty-nosed

D = Dispossessed of breath,
i.e. that child disposed of
in Tallahatchie River murk.
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of patchwork symbols he liked to have warmed
the coffin with, if how we’re barred had let him
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Even as daylight dwindles and temperatures tumble, there are
still ways to have a stylish and fun outdoor party.

D

uring the warm-weather months of if you’ve got flames you don’t have to work too hard
on lighting — string lights will do. For something
this past year, outdoor gatherings
more permanent, The Outdoor Lighting Company
with guest lists carefully compiled
has great options.
to observe COVID-related restrictions helped open up our social
Shelters trap heat and block out wind and
lives. But the advent of winter
snow, making them a wintertaining must-have.
doesn’t mean we have to close them again. Calgary
The top-of-the-line option is a permanent
winters are harsh, no doubt, and outdoor “winterstructure such as a gazebo or luxury shed, but
taining” can be a challenge, but Calgarians are a
even a pop-up canopy makes a difference. Naomi
tough bunch and more than up to the challenge. So
Langer-McIntosh, creative director of Banff-based
we spoke to local events experts for tips on how to
Mountain Event Rentals, recommends tents
throw a great outdoor winter shindig. Remember, an with radiant heaters and free-standing propane
outdoor gathering is only lower risk than gathering
heaters. But, she cautions, be aware of the wind.
indoors so be vigilant when it comes to safety.
“Wind blows away heat, no matter how many
First, figure out your budget and
heaters you have, and can be hazarddecide whether you’re a dabbler or in
ous with wood-burning fire pits.”
“THERE IS NO
it for the long haul. “Doing an event
For activities, backyard games like
SUCH THING AS
outdoors in the best of winter weather is
ring toss and cornhole still work in the
BAD WEATHER.” winter. Or host a dance party — just
expensive,” says Kara Chomistek, president of PARK, a local events production
make sure you have a weatherproof
VICTOR JUTRAS
company. If you’re not ready to invest
sound system. A backyard rink for
in things like patio heaters and shelters,
skating, hockey and curling is more
party rental companies such as Modern Rentals,
ambitious. Canadian company Pro Hockey Life
Party Rental Depot and Radar’s Rentals will have the carries Hockeyshot Revolution Skate-Able Synthetic
gear you need.
Ice Tiles in packs of 10, so your “ice” won’t melt if a
If it’s -40ºC on party day, you probably need to
Chinook blows in on the day of your party.
reschedule. Otherwise proper attire is the key to
Hot drinks are essential, so set up a self-serve
success. “There is no such thing as bad weather,”
coffee and hot chocolate bar (complete with
says Victor Jutras, director of resort activities at
sanitizer). Prepare a batch of spiked apple cider,
Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, “just people not
hot toddies or mulled wine for guests who imbibe.
wearing appropriate gear.” The day of the party, send Hot dogs or s’mores cooked over the fire are classics
the forecast to your guests along with clothing sugfor a reason and adding a grate over the firepit algestions. Have spare scarves, mitts, toques, personal
lows for more campfire cooking options. If you want
hand warmers and blankets to loan or give out.
something fancier or less hands-on, consider hiring
Heat, light and shelter are three key elements
a caterer or food truck. If you plan to keep guests
for successful wintertaining. For heat, go with
out of your home when nature calls, rent a restroom
tiki torches, heat lamps, firepits and fire tables, or,
trailer from Radar’s Rentals.
if you want to make things more official, install
Ultimately, remember that wintertaining — just
patio-heating fixtures like those offered by Calcana
like any entertaining — is supposed to be fun.
Industries. Heat and light often go hand-in-hand, so Enjoy yourself and your guests will, too.
avenuecalgary.com
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Sestina: First and Second Loves

The Kettle Bomber
When he got reallyFor
high he’d
grab her arm
Parmjeet
too hard and lock her in the bathroom
for being a whore. She thought they must’ve looked
just like a movie,each Sunday, he sinks into our sofa for a visit after temple.
I’m told
to serve
cups
of chai with extra cloves,
all the yelling and smoke
tumbling
around him
his naked
cock,
her skin blooming shades
purple.
platesofof
sweets with pistachio eyes winking in collusion,
If she made that movie
sickly fragrant with rose water and my parents’ adulation.
she would win
heshesits
crowned
with a saintly white turban,
some kind of award,
thought,
and people
would really havelong
to watch.
beard flowing with ease, hiding a holy man’s hate.

Mandy met her first love at a movie,
the kind she didn’t really have to watch.
Mostly, she was busy stumbling around the cock
in her right hand. When he came all down her arm
and suggested they go fuck in the bathrooms,
she felt like a real winner.
Mandy did lots of romantic things with her first love, like win
arcade games and talk about movies,
the kind she really did have to watch. She took baths
with him until the water got cold and grey and watched
the sun go down over smokes. He liked stroking her arm
and she liked stroking his cock.

he knows how to fill a jar with absence,

So Mandy stuffed as many of his watches
means
as she could in her he
bra knows
and back what
pocketsitand
hands to sliver a sentence into
and left, feeling liketeeth
a real winner.
slicing into the meat of loosened words.
She found an apartment with a big bathroom
and spent a lot of time with the faucet over her pussy,
I imagine
hisseen.
daughter at eighteen
thinking about all the
movies she’d

Except, he turned out to be a real dick
so Mandy walked out mid-hummer, feeling like a real winner.
The thought of his fingertips on her arm
made her gag, so she watched a lot of movies
she didn’t really have to watch
and spent a lot of time strewn out on the floor in the bathroom.

BRITISH COLUMBIA MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR FINALISTS

two,

bold and disobeying, cleaving tradition by marrying love.
I imagine her opening the parcel he sent, a kettle.
I feel the boom unmaking her, spilling a bloodline,
mending his honour by splintering a daughter,
propelling him to the helm of a temple,
propelling him to fame,
propelling him to our sofa.

Mandy met her second love in a house party bathroom
where they kissed with the door unlocked and he got a hard-on.
His parents turned out to be rich and bought him nice watches
that he and Mandy sold to buy pot, feeling like real winners.
He rolled spliffs really neat and wasn’t much for movies,
so mostly they just fucked and fell asleep on each other’s arms.
106
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Maintream
moonshiners
BY ELIZABETH CHORNEY-BOOTH

g

rowing up, Shayna Hansen
was more than aware of her
family’s moonshining past.
Tales of older relatives’ adventures in the
days of illegal home distilling had long
been the focus of colourful stories told at
Hansen family functions. While she was
amused by her familial history, Shayna
never imagined that legacy would lead to
a family business of her own.
“My family have been moonshiners
since way back, going back to my greatgrandparents,” she says. “After them, my
grandparents were moonshiners, and my
dad did some moonshining too. So when
I was growing up I thought it was normal
and something that everybody did.”
To be clear, neither the Hansen
grandparents nor Shayna’s father were
professional bathtub gin distillers—their
amateur moonshining was merely a
hobby that tapped into a family history
rooted in some small scale bartering by
her great-grandparents during the Great
Depression. Still, Shayna’s husband
Kris became fascinated by his in-laws’
pastime and before long, he also caught
the home distilling bug. The hobby grew
into a passion and when Kris and Shayna
sold their welding company in 2014,

they decided that a distillery would be a
natural fit for a new business.
Hansen Distillery (named in honour
of Shayna’s family lore) opened in
Edmonton in late 2016. After taking
courses in the Okanagan to help him
learn how to scale his small-time garage
distilling from his garage stills into a
commercial production facility, Kris
took charge of the distilling end of the
business. Like most new distilleries in
Alberta, Hansen started by making white
spirits, but in keeping with Hansen family
lore, in addition to gin and vodka, they are
also marketing a moonshine product.
Hansen’s End of the Line Moonshine
is made simply with Alberta-grown
wheat, water and yeast. The distillery
also makes a vodka, though it’s a more
sophisticated product that is triple
filtered and 30x distilled for a smoother
taste.
“Moonshine can be scary to people,
but it is essentially just vodka,” Shayna
says. “It’s just not as refined as vodka and
those two products are quite different.”
In addition to the plain moonshine,
Hansen produces flavoured moonshines,
usually creating small-batch seasonal
combinations. The available flavours

change often, as Kris experiments with
unique varieties like blueberry basil,
peppered garlic bacon, vanilla fig, and
old-fashioned root beer. Diversity and
a keen sense of fun seems to be a key
part of Hansen’s local following; they’ve
also made a name for themselves with
the Purple Cow saskatoon berry cream
liqueur and Morning Glory chocolate
hazelnut cream liqueur. This fall, they
also came up with an extraordinarily
popular pumpkin spice cream liqueur.
“We always have people waiting to see
what the next thing will be,” Shayna says.
“It’s almost like a hobby for some people.
They’re very interested to see what we’ll
come up with next.”
Hansen has also been selling an
unaged rye spirit called Border Crossing,
but it will slowly be phased out, thanks
to the new launch of the brand’s properly
aged whiskey. Reaching its third year of
operation means that Hansen was just
able to start bottling an official whisky,
which has been happily aging in barrels
since the distillery first opened. Touted
as Edmonton’s very first craft whisky,
Northern Eyes was released to the public
in February to significant fanfare. The
whisky is made with Alberta rye and aged
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Sharon Wood on the summit of Mount Everest.
Photo by: Dwayne Congdon
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DD Reade

THE
SAFE
HOUSE
THAT
SAVED
MARY
SHE DIDN’T KNOW HOW
TO LEAVE HER VIOLENT
HUSBAND OF 27 YEARS.
UNTIL SHE JUST DID IT.

Last December, a 78-year-old woman
hefted her walker onto a city bus and headed
downtown to the Edmonton Community
Foundation offices where she made a most
unusual request.
Would it be possible, Mary asked, to go
upstairs and see her old bedroom?
Staff welcomed her inside, made tea
and took Mary on a tour of Hilltop House,
the century-old mansion that has been the
Foundation’s home since 2005.
It was a decidedly different experience
from her first arrival at the house on a
December day 33 years earlier. Frightened
and dazed, the middle-aged mother of two
grown children had just made her “great
escape,” fleeing her northeast Edmonton
home and more than 27 years in an abusive
marriage. She was promptly given a new
name — Marg — and became the newest
resident of Edmonton’s oldest halfway house
for women.
Hilltop House wasn’t an easy place. But
Mary was determined not to return to her
old life. “I felt so strong.”

THE ALBERTA TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION
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Nothing Stops Sophia Wider Horizons WRITER Paul Kingsmith EDITOR Lisa
Kozleski

Action is the magic word

BY THERESE KEHLER
PHOTOS PAUL SWANSON

Mary’s unannounced visit was sparked
by a magazine article that detailed the
storied history of the spectacular mansion
at 9910 103 Street. Built in 1913, it had
been the family home of John and Sophie
McDougall until 1953, after which a variety
of organizations were housed under its roof.
The Hilltop House women’s shelter was
there from the late ’70s to its closure in
1987. But Alberta Social Services created
the organization in 1965, locating it first
in a building near the Legislature before
eventually relocating it to the McDougall
home.
By 1970 — the year Edmonton’s first
official women’s shelter opened — Hilltop
House had helped about 2,200 women from
all walks of life, reported the Edmonton
Journal in an article that began: “She is any
woman with any problem that she can’t
handle on her own, and she’s at the door of
Hilltop House because she wants help ... she
wants to try to solve that problem. "
A 1983 government document said
women paid $8 a day for
accommodation, practical
help and counselling to help
them develop life skills and
regain self-respect.
Mary has kept the
typewritten house rules, a
handbook describing a facility
that would nourish, protect
and support its residents, but
fully expected them to work
hard to rebuild their lives.
“Action,” it says, “is the
magic word at Hilltop House.”

The Dancing Life ATA Magazine Christina Frangou
The House that Saved Mary Legacy in Action Therese Kehler
Up, at Work Canadian Rockies Annual Geoff Powter

The great escape
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Mary was in high school
when she met her husbandto-be at a Halloween dance in
a central Alberta town. “He
was very possessive then,”
she says. “But I didn’t know. I
really had no clue about how
they’re jealous and possessive,
hot-tempered.” >
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